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LESTER AWARDED
MIRROR OF JUSTICE
by Jim Roscher
First Year Day
Associate Professor Urban Lester has
been named the 1991 Mirror of Justice
award recipient by the Law School's
Guild of Catholic Lawyers. Professor
Lester accepted the award at a
presentation ceremony in Dean
Rohner's office on March 14, 1991.
Professor Lester will deliver the Mirror
of Justice lecture this autumn. Following
Professor Lester's lecture, there will be
a reception in his honor.
The Mirror of .fustice award is
presented annually to a member of the
\aw faculty who through dedication to
teaching or scholarship clarifies and
advances the pursuit of peace with
justice through the law. Previous award
recipients were Professor Granfield
(1989) and Associate Professor Wagner
(1990).
Eminence in ethics has brought great
success to Professor Lester's law career.
A 1959 graduate of the Columbus
School of Law and a member of the
Law Review, Professor Lester clerked
for a federal judge before beginning his
own law practice which he maintained
for seventeen years. He has taught at

Welcome home Major Richard Nauman, uncle
of Third Year Am Pfeiffer. · ·
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the Law School since 1972, and he has
directed the Training Program at the
National Institute of Trial Advocacy
(NITA) since 1982.
Recognized throughout the Law
School Community as a caring scholar,
Professor Lester identifies his days as a
philosophy major at Catholic University
as significantly contributing to the
formation of his values framework. This
framework was further developed by
role models at the Law School such as
Brendan Brown, John Garvey, Vernon
Miller, and Irving Panzer among others.
These individuals provided a system of
reinforcement and accessibility tl1at led
through the gateway of excellence in the
law and ethics.
Today, as a law professor himself,
Professor Lester affords law students a
similar opportunity. The Law School's
Thurgood Marshall American Inn of
Court developed with his assistance is a
vehicle that allows law students the
unique opportunity of informally
intermingling with judges, lawyers, and
law professors for academic and
professional developmental purposes.
Noting that "life has a way of submitting
challenges to you that you can't
imagine," Professor Lester urges law
students to be steadfast in their
commitment to academic, ethical, and
professional responsibilities. "Never be
satisfied at a particular level," he
counsels. "Constantly be aware that you
may only be as good as your last
decision."
The National Institute of Trial
Advocacy (NITA) has also received the
benefits
of Professor Lester's
professional insights and experiences as
he participated directly in aspects of its
program development. NITA is a
training organization devoted to the
perfecting of trial advocacy skills.
Additionally, Professor Lester teaches
Trial Advocacy at the Harvard Law
School and the Emory University Law
School. Both of these latter programs
are designed to teach basic advocacy
skills in two to three week intensive
sessions. Employing extensive video
taping and review techniques and a
learn-by-doing philosophy, the programs
supply the essential ongoing processes of
Continued on Page Eighteen
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The Guild of Catholic Lawyers President, Jim Roscher, presents this year's Mirror of Justice
award to Associate Professor Urban Lester.
Pbo10 by TMC.

Suspect Remains in
the Area
by Anne Woodworth
Staff Writer
Much to the dismay of CUA
students, the suspect in the recent sexual
assault incident of a CUA student was
released on his own recognizance
immediately following his presentment
in District Court. Disturbing as this
news may be, especially to the victim of
the alleged attack, it wouldn't be quite
so unpalatable if the suspect remained
far from the area. But during Spring
Break, several staff members stated the
suspect was spotted on campus again.
Not only that, but the suspect alfegedly
kidnapped and sexually assaulted a
twelve-year-old girl from a nearby grade
school during a school assembly soon
after his release following the CUA
incident.
As law students we must recognize
the rights of suspects, because in this
country all are innocent until proven
guilty. But that is hardly comforting to
victims of crimes.
Professor Clifford S. Fishman worked
for a good number of years as an
Assistant District Attorney in New York
City. "In D.C., as elsewhere, the rule is
'innocent until proven guilty'. Generally,
in the District, a suspect will be released
on his own recognizance unless there is
some reason to believe he or she will
not show lJP to court for the hearing,"

Moot Court, at 9;

states Fishman. "The nature of the crime
or the strength of the evidence are
generally not factors in this jurisdiction's
release procedure. The result may
ironically be that armed robbers, rapists,
and child molesters remain free after an
arrest, while prostitutes must await trial
in jail because they don't have ties to the
community," states Professor Fishman.
He pointed out that a subsequent arrest
while out on his own recognizance may
jeopardize the rape suspect's bail status,
though predictions are impossible to
make.
Director of CUA's Department of
Public Safety Clay Goldston confirmed
that the suspect had indeed been
released following his arrest, but denied
any formal reports of sightings on
campus. "If he shows up on campus,
we're going to arrest [the suspect],''
claims Mr. Goldston. Security has the
authority to bar individuals from the
area and arrest those who enter campus
grounds unlawfully. This is little
assurance to some considering the
suspect was initially arrested only after
being spotted by a student at the scene
of the crime in broad daylight. Mr.
Goldston asserts, "We are not too
concerned for students [pending the
suspect's release] because all officers
now know what he looks like -- they
have his picture."
Continued on Page Thirteen

Evaluations, at 24.
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by Michael "Gooch" Gallucci
Eleventh Circuit Governor
Greetings and salutations, I hope all '
is well. The Eleventh Circuit held its last ·
meeting of the year on March 12, 1991, i
at which time a new Circuit Governor ·
was elected. The new Governor for 1991
- 92 will be Valerie Schultz, who is
currently a second year law student at
Georgetown University Law Center. I
am sure Val will do an excellent job•
next year because of her involvement
this year with the Circuit as the
Georgetown ABA Representative.
At this time I would like to especially
thank Tom O'Dea and Jen Heil for
doing an excellent job at Catholic, as
well as Genie Miller for coordinating
the VITA (Voluntary Income Tax
Assistance) programs within the D.C.
law schools. I would also like to thank
Tami McNulty and the JN staff for

allowing me to do a column and those
of you who read and memorized my
every word. If you want back copies of
my columns so that you can re-read
them, they will be on reserve at the
Library of Congress.
I hope that everyone has learned two
important lessons from my columns:
First, get involved \Vith the Law School
Community; and second, don't take life
so seriously, you'll enjoy it more.
Well, it's been one hell of a year for
me since being elected last February.
Since that time I believe the ABA/LSD
has become a stronger institution on the
Law School Campus, especially in ·
Washington, D.C. and at Catholic
University. The highlight of my year was
attending the ABA Assembly this
summer in Chicago and presenting a
resolution, which was passed, that
required the Law Student Division to
remain neutral on the question of
abortion. I was able to do this with the
help of many good friends, especially
Urs Furrer, Second Circuit Governor,
and Tracy Giles, Chair-Elect. I am also
excited that the Circuit was able to
sponsor several community service
projects, including the "Get Canned"
party first semester at Mr. Day's and the
Blanket and Glove Drive second
semester. Thanks to all who contributed!
Well, that's all folks! Good luck on
finals, especially the class of '91. Let's
hope we pass Commercial Transactions.
Farewell! Au Revoir! Ciao! Sayonara!
Adios! Auf Wiedersehen! Later!

SUMME~

SCHEDULE
by Teri Poust

Management, 6:20-8:30pm, TTHF,
Waite
Estates I, 6:20-8:30pm, TTHF,
McDougall
Family Law, 6:20-8:30pm, TTHF,
Wagner
Remedies, 6:20-8:30pm, TTHF, Marcin
Law of the European Community, 6:208: 30pm, TTHF, Ludwikowski
(Professor Ludwikowski will teach
Law of the European Community
only if the Summer Program Abroad
is cancelled)

The schedule for summer courses has
been finalized. Registration will be held
Monday and Tuesday, May 20th and
21st, 5:00pm - 6:15pm in Leahy Hall.
Classes will begin on May 20th.
Two and three credit courses will
meet for seven weeks, from May 20th to
July 5th. Four credit courses will meet
for eight weeks, from May 20th to July
12th. Monday, May 27th and Thursday,
July 4th will be holidays.
Examinations for two credit courses,
except for Professional Responsibility, Two Credits:
will be on July 8th. For three credit Health Law, 6:20-8:30pm, MW, Smith
courses, exams will be held on July 9th. Professional Responsibility, 6:208:30pm, MW, Wortham (Class will
Four credit courses and Professional
not meet on June 10th and June 12th;
Responsibility will have exams on July
classes will be held on July 8th and
15th.
July
10th.)
The classes which will be offered this
summer are as follows:
A variety of .writing and clinical
courses will also be offered. They will be
Four Credits:
Evidence, 6:20-8:45pm, MWTH, Bennett as follows: Advocacy for the Elderly; CU
CCLS: Litigation Clinic; Directed
Research; Law and the Deaf; Law
Three Credits:
Administrative Law, 6:20-8:30pm, Students in Court: Civil; Legal
Externship: Supervised Fieldwork; and
MITH, Mintz
Environmental Law & Water Resources Legal Externship: Becoming a Lawyer.

Student Directory: Sue Bartlewski, First

Year Day; and Rob Chamberlain,
First Year Day
Faculty Committees: Frank Bemis, First
Year Day
Special Events: Lou Barbera, First Year
Day (Chair); Lorelle Nottle, Second
Year Day; Stacey Barlow, First Year
Day; Debbie Schwager, Second Year
Evening
GSA Representatives: (appointed) Paul
Sullivan, Second Year Day; Melissa
Esposito, First Year Day; Julie Fox,
First Year Day; Ed MacDonald, First
Year Day; Gina Ciofi, First Year
Evening; (alternates) Ann Bertino,
Second Year Day; Dave Donohue,
Second Year Day; Ken Mullins, First
Year Evening; andt.-eslie Potter, First
Year Day.
After spending many years at
Harvard and Oxford, George Santayana,
a Spanish-born philosopher and poet,
decided to retire. The classroom was
packed for his final appearance. He was
about to conclude his remarks when he
caught sight of a forsythia beginning to
blossom outside the window.
"Gentlemen," he said, "I shall not be
able to finish that sentence, I have just
discovered that I have an appointment
with April."
Our April appointments are upon us,
and I just want to let you know what
SBA ·is doing in this last full month of
the semester. On March 13th, the new
SBA Board met for the first time. It's a
great Board. They are enthusiastic,
creative, and diversified. I look forward
to working with each member.
Officers, Appointments, and
Committees: Drawing upon the talents
found in this year's Board, I want you
to know who will be working in specific
areas:
pro tempore: Michelle
Reifsnyder, Second Year Day
Scribe: Sue Bartlewski, First Year Day
Treasurer: Jeanne Espinel, Second Year
Day
Secretary and Parliamentarian: John
Huckenpohler, Second Year Day
Student Organizations: Jeff Arnold,
·Second Year Day; and Rob
Chamberlain, First Year Day
Social Committee: Paul Sullivan., Second
Year Day (Chair); Michelle
Reifsnyder, Second Year Day; and
Rob Chamberlain, First Year Day
Lockers: Frank Bemis, First Year Day
President

Student Concerns: Several items have
been brought to the attention of SBA.
All of these matters will be discussed at
the next meeting, Thursday, April 4,
8:00pm. I am interested in your
feedback. Please contact me or any of
the SBA Representatives regarding:
• Exams: Dean Garcia wants to know
what the SBA or the entire student
body, for that matter, can do about
reducing or extinguishing extraneous hall
noise during exam-taking. Is it possible?
How can it be clone? Talk to me.
• Diplomas: 1 am sorry to say that I
heard "through the grapevine" that
nothing is going to change in the near
future. Despite the lobbying efforts of
the Law School Administration,
University Officials are not convinced
that enough law students are interested
in changing the format or language of
the present diploma. The cries of the
class of '91 are being ignored. What
about a referendum or a petition
regarding a change? How does an
"October (or even September) Revolution"
sound?
- Security: I am sorry to say but it
appears to be getting worse. Jim
Sadowski, Second Year Day, placed a
request in your mailbox regarding
volunteers to escort students across
campus. Please give this some serious
consideration. If you have any thoughts
about this or any matter regarding life in
"Leahy Law," talk to your SBA
representatives.
ENJOY THOSE APRIL
APPOINTMENTS!
Tom Curran

ATIENTION ALL STUDENTS!

HAPPY HOUR
Friday, April 5, 1991
4:00pm - 6:00pm
Keane Basement Library
Sponsored by the Communications Law Student Association
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BERKELEY:
NO SITE FOR SORE EYES
by Stephen E. Ruscus

Executive Editor
Labeling the Draize Eye Irritancy and
Skin Irritancy tests "unnecessary and
grossly inhumane," the Berkeley City
Council, on January 8, passed the first
United States ordinance (6027-NS)
banning these tests "except where
specifically required by State or Federal
law."
The Draize Eye Irritancy Test, among
the tests most targeted by animal rights
activists, involves injecting chemicals into
the eyes of immobile, unanesthetized
white rabbits as a way of testing the
irritancy level of these chemicals. The
test was developed in 1944, by John H.
Draize, an FDA pharmacologist seeking
to test the effects of various chemicals
used in World War IL Since the war,
however, industry has adapted the test
for use on cosmetic and household
products. White rabbits are used
because their eyes do not tear; they
cannot blink away the foreign substance
be it inert, corrosive, or blinding. The
skin test similarly involves application of
the chemical to the shaved skin of the
animal.
Although cosmetics giants such as
Revlon, Avon, and Noxell have
discontinued the use of Draize tests,
these companies resist legislation that
would ban the tests and have, in general,
departed from animal testing practices
very quietly. Primarily, these companies
fear exclusive reliance on non-animal
testing techniques because of skepticism
about the accuracy of such techniques
and the fear of lawsuits based upon
negligence testing, reckless testing (with
the potential for massive punitive
damage awards), and strict products
liability. Companies also fear that
multiple costly litigations will be
necessary to establish non-animal
techniques even if juries ultimately
approve these techniques as reasonable
substitutes for the Draize test.
Among the current alternatives to the
Draize tests, Ropak Laboratories offers
Eytex and SkinTex. After scientists
discovered that cow corneas would cloud
when su~jected to irritating chemicals,

Ropak scientists discovered that the
same result would occur when a matrix
of vegetable proteins in clear solution
was subjected to the chemicals. In the
Eytex test, the decree of clouding
corresponds to the degree of irritation
that would be experienced in the cornea
of a Draize rabbit. Thus Eytex, to a
certain extent, can replace the rabbit
tests and has been used to test 5000
chemicals of well known properties. In
5-9% of the tests Eytex indicates
irritancy which in fact does not exist in
the recorded results of animal testing. In
4-5% of the tests, Eytex fails to detect
irritancy, in most cases because
chemicals, like bubble-bath, dissolve the
proteins in the matrix with such speed
that the solution appears to remain
clear. Scientists at Ropak are reworking
the Eytex testing procedure so that
extremely slow introduction of chemicals
into the protein solution will allow the
perception of any clouding.
While Eytex, SkinTex, and other nonanimal alternatives have initiated what
could be a $500 million dollar industry,
the FDA has not approved Eytex test
results. Sidney Green, Director of the
Division of Toxicology Studies at the
FDA, has stated that the "FDA
encourages in vitro testing but, because
of their inherent over-simplification of
the physiology and response of the
whole animal system, they are not total
replacements for the Draize test and
probably never can be." While Green
stated that "in the future, it is
conceivable that in vitro tests, based in
part on prior calibration with animal
tests, could be used as a final [ultimate]
safety test in those situations where only
a minor change in an inactive ingredient
is made and where prior experience
enables one to draw the scientific
conclusion that the in vitro test is
capable of detecting any likely changeE
due to the reformulation," he stated that,
until such a time, the test was best
suited for screening irritating chemicals.
Such screening would greatly reduce the
number of animals experiencing the
Draize test.
Several companies like Avon have
completely stopped using animal tests,

but these companies couple alternatives
like Eytex with computer models that
rely on vast data bases cataloging animal
test results on known ingredients. Even
Ropak officials assert that they would
employ an animal test before marketing
those relatively infrequent products
containing a new ingredient. Contrary to
the Berkeley ordinance, which states
that the prohibited tests are
"scientifically unsound and inapplicable
to clinical situations ...because animal
data cannot be reliably extrapolated to
humans," the FDA's Green maintains
that the Draize test "is the most
meaningful and reliable method for
evaluating the hazardous safety of a
substance introduced into or around the
eyes." In 1990, the California Legislature
also passed a measure making use of the
Draize test a felony or misdemeanor
punishable by imprisonment or fine or
both. This bill was vetoed by the
Governor but has been reintroduced,
reworded to make violation a
misdemeanor punishable by fine up to
$2,000.00.
While the FDA has given a certain
amount of guidance in specific testing
situations, it has not issued any broad
reaching industry guidelines upon which
cosmetic and household product
manufacturers may act.
Recently, Ropak has introduced the
Human Response Assay (HRA), which
correlates not to Draize rabbit skin tests,
but to human skin patch tests. This test
and two refinements on the original
SkinTex test are available in kits
providing 10 - 16 test samples ranging in
price from $630.00 - $975.00 per kit. The
latest in vitro alternative to the Draize
skin test is Marrow-Tech's skin2 Toxicity
Test. The skin2 kits provide threedimensional human skin tissues cultured
on a framework of nylon mesh squares.
"The skin cells multiply on the mesh. .
.secreting collagen and growth factors
and forming multiple layers of
metabolically active skin tissue,"
Marrow-Tech said. The Dermal Model
1 kit, consisting only of dermal cells lists
at $850.00, and the Full-Thickness
Model 1 kit (epidermis and dermis skir1
layers) lists for $1200.00.

GRADUATION 1991
Those students who did not order cap and gowns will receive a notice and order form
in the mail from Collegiate Cap & Gown Co. within the next week. Please act promptly
in returning the form and payment to them. Collegiate Cap and Gown (Herff Jones
Co. in Manassas, Va.) must have the orders by April 15. This is an absolute
deadline. Forms will also be available in the Office of Special Events after April 2.
Graduation announcements will be on sale on a first-come, first-serve basis in Leahy
Lobby during the week of April 15. Detailed information on the times of the sale will be
posted on the Graduation '91 bulletin board on the main floor of Leahy Hall.

Jennifer Lynn Simon was born February 7,
1991, at 5:45am, to proud parents Eric and
Debbie Simon. Eric is a Second Year Day
tudent.

Phonathon
Is Calling
You!
Phonathon '91 will run April 8th 11th from 6:00pm - 9:30pm in the
Student Library in the Keane basement.
This annual event is part of the Annual
Fund Drive, during which students call
alumni to request financial support.
These contributions supplement
scholarships, academic programs, alumni
activities, and library acquisitions.
Student volunteers are needed to
make the Phonathon a success.
Participants will receive dinner for their
time. Various prizes will be awarded for
highest nightly and overall totals. If you
would like to help with the Phonathon,
please call Jill Cameron at extension
6127, or stop by Alumni Relations, SB10 Keane.

GRADUATION
NEWS
by Kirsten Jennings

and
Gioia Ligos
Co-Chairs
Graduation Committee
Our next event will be the "54 Days
Until Graduation Party" on April 3rd at
the Bottom Line at 8:00pm. The cover
charge will be $5.00 and will include
CUA Law souvenir cups and draft beers
and Rolling Rocks for $1.50. Hope to
see you there!
The graduation speaker contest is in
full swing. Students who have submitted
speeches are: Matt Moran, Amy Miller,
Art Clark, Sylvia Brennan, Andrew
Baxley, John Aragona, Mary Jane
Camilleri, Kevin Sabo, Sean D'Arcy,
Carrie Downey-Higgins, Rebecca Nitkin,
John Dougherty, Lisa Giorgini, Terry
Mariani, Tom O'Dea, and Greg
Johnson. Good luck to all! The winner
will be determined in mid-April.
For those of you who forgot to order
your cap and gown for Graduation,
information concerning mail order
purchases will be mailed to your homes.
For those of you who haven't picked
up your sweat shirt orders, please leave
a note in either Gioia Ligos' or Kirsten
Jennings' mailboxes stating when you
will be available to pick them up.
Thanks!
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Escort Service Approved
by Jim Sadowski
Second Year Day
The Law Student Escort Service
(LSES), first proposed in the February
25th issue of the Judicial Notice, has
formally been approved and is slated to
begin operation Tuesday, April 2, 1991.
Approval was granted after the
presentation of a seven page proposal
to Dean Ralph J. Rohner and Clay
Goldston, Director of Campus Security,
followed by several informal meetings
with Deans Leah Wortham and Michael
Kanne.

Any interested student should fill out
his or her preferred availability on the
LSES application forms (on the shelf in
the lobby of the Law School Library).
The LSES will operate out of a quiet
room in Leahy Hall from approximately
6:00pm to 11:45pm, where volunteers
will be able to read and study. Persons
wishing to use the service will be
ushered to their destinations by at least

two student escorts. At no time will any
student escort be asked to walk alone.
An additional student will be responsible
for handling incoming requests for
escorts and logging their destinations
(the phone number will be posted by
next week). The telephone operator/
dispatcher position would be ideal for
those students who want to help with
LSES, but don't want to be student
escorts. Please indicate your preference
for this position on your application
form by writing "Dispatcher Only" at the
top of the form. All LSES personnel will
need to attend one brief training session
which will be conducted by Mr.
Goldston.
The student response so far has been
promising, but further volunteers are
still needed in order to adequately
distribute shifts. Please get those forms
completed and turned in ASAP so that
we can meet our tentative April
commencement date and students can
begin utilizing the service.

Chilean Delegates Visit
by Trudy Voigt
First Year Day

While the law students were away on
Spring Break in early March, the Law
School had some unique visitors. Eleven
delegates from Chile arrived with the
Agency for International Development's
program "Initiatives for Democracy."
The program brings people involved in
the government process in newly
emerging democracies to the United
States to observe our democratic
institutions in action. Associate
Professor McDougall, of the Law and
Public Policy Program, said the program
stresses "how important it is to have a
Congress as strong as the Executive,
which is not the case in most of Latin
America." Chile has been ruled by a
dictatorship for the past eighteen years.
The delegates are legislative staffers
from the first democratically elected
Chilean Congress in 1972.
The staffers also visited Albany, New
York as guests of the State University of
New York's International Program
Department. There they observed the
state legislature before heading to
Washington, D.C. to study the
democratic model on a larger scale. The
combined efforts of the Law and Public
Policy Program and the Comparative
and International Law Program kept the
delegates busy during their ten day stay.
There were receptions at New York
State University and at the home of the
Chilean Ambassador as well as a dinner
given by the Congressional Research
Service. Although the delegates had
some time for touring, Professor
McDougall said they had a "packed
schedule."
Only one of the eleven spoke English
so translators were provided by the·

Latin American Law Student
Association (LALSA). Jean-Philip
Gauthier, a second year day, organized
Spanish speaking law students to help
the visitors communicate during their
stay. Some of the volunteers from
LALSA were Bernie Roman (second
year day), Cynthia Laberge (first year
night), Wanda Martin (first year day),
Emile Molineaux (first year day), and
Cindy Ramirez (first year day).
The delegates divided mto two groups
after orientation. The group of those
interested in foreign relations,
international trade, and U.S. relations as
foreign nationals were not permitted
access to some areas, so special
meetings were arranged with staff
members. They met with staffers from
the Foreign Relations Committee, the
Congressional Research Service,
Congressional Budget Office, and the
General Accounting Office.
The other group was primarily
interested in the budget process. They
were placed all week with staffers at the
House and Senate Budget Committees.
The delegates were very impressed
with the informative program and would
like to set up a permanent exchange
between the Catholic U Diversity of
·America and the Catholic University of
Valparaiso, in Chile. Professor
McDougall called the program "an
overall success and fun too." He hopes
to repeat the program again with other
Latin American countries and possibly
some African countries as well. He is
also investigating the possibility of
organizing a student program, although
he acknowledges that "the weather
would be a problem, the seasons are
reversed, our winter is their summer and
vice versa, but maybe a Spring Break
trip would be feasible."

• Maryl

SAVE THE BAY
by Joe Morra
Second Year Day
The Chesapeake Bay is America's
largest estuary and one of the most
unique ecosystems in the world. The Bay
brings the state of Maryland $8.4 million
worth of tourism each year. With more
than 1,200 types of wildlife and plants, it
remains one of the most ecologically
vital regions in the country.
The Bay is also polluted. In an effort
to honor and preserve the state's most
precious natural resource, Governor
William Donald Schaefer unveiled
Maryland's Chesapeake Bay license
plate in November 1990. This special
license plate will be available through
December 31, 1992, at a cost of $20.00.
The special Bay license plate includes
a rendering of one of the Bay's most
abundant waterbirds, the Great Blue
Heron, chosen as a symbol of
conservation and rebirth. Bay grasses
and the slogan "Treasure . the
Chesapeake" are also featured on the

blue and green plate.
"Buying a Chesapeake Bay license
plate is a great way for.. citizens to help
the Bay," the Governor said. "I am
especially excited that this special plate
is Maryland's first license plate to be
made of recycled aluminum."
Anticipated revenue of $1 million
from the sale of the Chesapeake Bay
license plate will go to the Chesapeake
Bay Trust. The Trust is a state-initiated,
non-profit organization which grants
funds for Bay restoration projects, such
as shoreline improvement, tree
plantings, development of environmental
education centers, and water quality
monitoring programs.
To obtain Maryland's Chesapeake
Bay license plate, contact your local fullservice Motor Vehicle Administration
Office. A limite d number of plates with
the letters "BAY" and three numerals
will be available for $100.00. These
special plates can be ordered through
the Chesapeake Bay Trust by calling
(301) 974-2941.

Study Law in

CRACOW, POLAND
June 17 - July 26, 1991
"Experience the transformation of Eastern Europe
•study with Polish students at the
Jagiellonian University, one of the oldest and
most prestigious universities in Eastern Europe
•courses include: . Doing Business in Eastern Europe,
International Business Transactions; and International
Trade Regulation
"Classes taught by faculty from the Jagiellonian
University and The Columbus School of Law,
The Catholic University of America
"Stay in the medieval
city of Cracow with
field trips to Polish courts,
government agencies, and
historical sites

\T

·..',i

For a brochure and application
form, write or call:

The Comparative and
International Law Program,
The Catholic University or America '
The Columbus School or Law
Washington, D.C. 20064
(202) 319-5140
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LSP Progrant A Hit
students get a bigger bang for their
buck," said Lord.
"This year for the first time in many
This time last year, the Law School years, our first years have taken a ~ase
Curriculum Committee and the full from the moment the unknown chent
Faculty approved modifications for the walks in the door. They have interviewed
spring semester of the Lawyering Skills the client, drafted demand letters,
Program (LSP, formally Basic Legal followed up · on these letters with
Techniques). JN visited with Assistant complaints, reviewed the defendant's
Dean for Academic Affairs John Lord answer, and drafted trial motions and
to discuss how the new program was memoranda supporting these motions,"
said Lord. This provides the student
faring.
The new program has been . with the tools to prepare an appellate
implemented under the direction of brief which reflects the lower court's
Dean Lord, and it has now run a full order on the in previous work. Students
year. We asked why the Basic Legal are required to advocate for both sides
Techniques program had been changed, in the same issue. _They prepare
how it was done, and what were the advocacy documents thM support one
result and then orally argue against the
results after the first year.
The debate over how this basic first very position they had previously
year course was to be taught has been supported.
Dean Lord stated, "Because this new
going on for awhile. After years of
discussion with students and an extensive model is obviously more ambitious than
search for information and literature on the previous spring curricula, the faculty
other law school programs, the also has approved the addition of a
Curriculum Committee was presented a second academic credit."
The final step in this new model will
proposal designed to meet two
challenges: 1. altering the previous mode be a lecture by Dr. Peter Maida,
to more effectively impart the rudiments Associate Professor and a well-know
of advocacy, and; 2. to better prepare expert in the area of Alternative Dispute
students for responsibilities they would Resolution. Dr. Maida is a 1990 CUA
be called upon and expected to perform Law graduate and has offered to address
in their first summer clerkships and with the first year class, as he and many
others believe that Alternative Dispute
internships.
Dean Lord stated, "The response to Resolution, as well as other
our call for syllabi form other schools competencies, need a more thorough
confirmed for us what we already knew, introduction in the Lawyering Skills
that we were in the distinct minority of Curriculum. Dr. Maida will be speaking
schools that relied upon the appellate in Gowan Auditorium (Nursing School)
brief as the sole pedagogical vehicle in at 8:00pm. He will give a one hour
teaching advocacy to first year students." survey of methods and practices in the
Dean Lord mentioned also that there is area of Alternative Dispute Resolution.
a growing consensus among law schools This program will be open to all
that the appellate brief is, by itself, too interested law students.
complex and esoteric a format to teach
Three of the four LSP instructors will
the basic advocacy skills. "What law be returning next year; Lisa Jaeger,
students are called upon to do their first Kerin Stackpole, and Mike Tompkins.
summer is often more related to Ms. Lucia Ann Silecchia, a 1990
drafting motions and memoranda to graduate of Yale Law School and Senior
support these motions rather than Editor of the Yale Law Journal will be
writing_ appellate briefs. The new joining CUA as the fourth LSP
program addresses these concerns, and instructor.
by Tamara L. McNulty

ADA Client Counseling Champions John Tenn and Julie Martin with Coach Collins.Pho1o by JH.

Client Counseling ChaIDps
by Jennifer A. Heil

Third Year Day
The American Bar Association
(ABA) and Catholic University are most
pleased to congratulate second year
John Tenn and first year Julie Martin
for their fine accomplishment in the
ABA Client Counseling National
Tournament in Minnesota on March 8th
and 9th, 1991.
This was the first year that CUA
sponsored a team in ,this competition.
After a mini-inter~ew session by
Visiting Associate Professor Collins and
myself, the team was selected to
compete in the Regional tournament at
American University on Saturday,
February 23rd. On that day, John and
Julie not only stole first place, but were
the "youngest" team to compete. They
had acquired the most points upon
entering the final round, and won the
final round as well.
Many questions surfaced around
school after John and Julie
accomplished this particular feat. Among
the most notable were: What is the
Client Counseling Competition? What is
required for entry into the competition?
What is a typical Client Counseling
round like?

The Client Counseling Competition is
an event sponsored by the American Bar
Association to encourage oral skills
among law students. This particular
competition is run as a first attorneyclient interview. The basic requirement
is that a prospective competitor is a
member of the ABA Law Student
Division.
A typical round is divided into two
parts: the client interview itself and an
analysis by the "attorneys" of the
relevant law applicable to the situation
posed by the client. The interview is
conducted jointly by the two teammates,
with the hope that a cohesive balance
may be struck between them. The team
members are required to elicit all of the
facts from the client, cue in on potential
professional ethics scenarios, and
demonstrate an understanding of the
various alternative solutions to the
problems. The team is judged on how
well they conduct the interview based on
these factors.
Since this is the first year that
Catholic has run this competition, John
and Julie's performance was particularly
outstanding. Again, we thank them for
representing our school at American
University and in Minnesota, and we
congratulate them on a job well done!

GRADUATION HOTEL RESERVATIONS

.(

It's here!

You must make your reservations by April 30, 1991,
or you will lose these special rates.
Identify yourself as a part of the CUA
Columbus School of Law Graduation group.

The 1st Annual
Student Appreciation Night/Roast

Mayflower Hotel, Downtown
$99. 00 per night deluxe room
(202) 347-3000

April 19, 1991
7:00pm
Caldwell Auditorium

Hyatt Capitol Hill, New Jersey Avenue
$103. 00 per night
(202) 737-1234
Park Phoenix Hotel, Next to Irish Times
$80. 00 per night
(202) 638-6900

~~-

~=========

(Immediately Following Earth Day)
All students, faculty, deans, and staff invited.
Contact Tom O'Dea with questions and input for skits, roasts, or
songs. Tom will cQntact all student organization heads directly
regarding certificates and events for the evening.
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CRIMINAL TRIAL PROGRAM
by Cynthia Laberge
First Year Evening

If you want responsibility and are the
assertive type, this is the clinical
program for you. Of course, an interest
in criminal law and procedure wouldn't
hurt. The program is open to students
who have completed 41 credits,
including Evidence. The internship
pass/fail and requires about 20 hours a
week in the Criminal Division of the
U.S. Attorney's Office for the District of
Columbia.
Currently working for her second
semester in the Felony Trial Division is
third year day student Mary Willis
Gunther. She works two days per week
for a total of four credit hours.
Doing mostly legal research for
motions on cases ranging from drug
busts to assaults to second degree
murder. She does, however, attend
arguments in court, office workload
permitting. At the moment, she is
working on a matter involving juveniles
being tried as adults in an assault with
intent to murder case. On this particular
case, the U.S. Attorney's Office has won
all motions, an unusual course of events,
not only because of the statistical
improbabilities of a 100% success rate,

but also because most cases are pied
out, i.e., a plea of guilty on a lesser
charge is entered and many motions are
never argued.
Among her other duties, Ms. Gunther
reads police reports and learns about
"undercover buys." "Sometimes it's hard
to tell the bad guys from the good guys,"
says Ms. Gunther, "what with the getups the undercover cops wear."
She also has been asked to do last
minute research during the argument of
a motion. It's not uncommon for her to
get a call from the court, where an
attorney will request research on a
certain issue and will want it within a
half-hour.
Of course, it's not all high-level
intrigue, Ms. Gunther also confessed to
her share of preparing for motions, only
to see the court continue the motion
date, carrying forgotten files down to the
courthouse, and spending many an hour
in the library.
All in all, though, "I love it," says she.
"It's rewarding to see the motions you
researched, argued, won, and the case
come to an end." That's primarily why
she came back for a second semester,
not only for the practical experience she
gained, but to see her work paying off,
and the cases she had worked on being
resolved.

SEC OBSERVER
PROGRAM
by Albert Bustamante
First Year Day
Working for the Securities Exchange
Commission is an outstanding
opportunity. When compared to other
government agencies, the SEC ranks as
one of the elite and best respected in
the nation. The Observer Program
provides students with exposure to the
regulations of securities and the
securities markets. The training is one
that allows the student to take on
considerable responsibility and supplies
them with hands on work investigating
issu.esandJawverina,
1;;.i;r_.nb~r... . . " ~~P -~ .rlJe...-~
~., ~"£
J ..~~~
Program 1s' worth thiee " credits, ·is
Pass/Fail, and requires 180 hours of
work in a semester. In addition, interns
are required to attend a weekly class at
the SEC taught by personnel.
Bill Lutz and Don Walters, second
year day students, are presently
participating in the SEC program. They
both agree that the agency provides
excellent exposure to administrative,
corporate, and securities law. Lutz
recommends the internship for anyone.
He says that the nature of the work is
investigation. There is a lot of
interaction between the students and the
attorneys, and they deal with
confidential infor_mation, insider trading
investigation, and securities fraud. "I am
involved from the beginning of an
investigation researching, investigating,
making phone calls, and writing memos,"
says Lutz. He truly enjoys working for
the agency and hopes to continue
working there upon graduating.
Don Walters worked in the securities
industry for several years before coming
to law school. He said, "The securities
program is one of the primary reasons I

CLINIC'S DAY:
ELDERLAW CLINIC
by Cynthia Laberge
First Year Evening
"You're doing yourself a disservice if
you don't sign up for a clinical program."
So says fourth year evening student Jerri
Boy<;l, a current intern in the Advocacy
for the Elderly Clinic here at the
Columbus School of Law. Although a
program geared primarily toward
evening law students with its night and
weekend hours, day students have and
are currently participating in the clinic
this semester.
issues only touched upon in one or two
Advocacy for the Elderly, also known classes at school," asserts Ms. Boyd. For
as "Elderlaw," provides legal assistance ex~ple, sh~ is currentl~ work~g on a
to the under-represented and poor social security case, law to which she
elderly persons, many of whom are was only slightly exposed to in class. She
home-bound or confined to nursing encourages students to sign up for a
homes and other institutions.
clinical program not only for the
The amount of work expected from a educational benefit of practically
student depends on the number of credit applying abstract concepts of law, but
hours that student is signed up for, be it for the more personal reward of
four, five, or six credits. A ratio of four contributing toward helping those in
hours per credit hour is roughly the need.
norm. In Ms. Boyd's case, she works
Guiding students through this
approximately 20 hours per week for experience are the supervisors of the
five credits. A student also receives an "Elderlaw" Clinic and the staff at the
individual caseload depending on the Litigation Clinic itself. Besides working
number of credit hours being worked directly with supervising attorneys and
toward. Ms. Boyd has four clients of clients, a student can expect to
her own.
participate in a two- to four-hour weekly
Students can expect to work in seminar covering issues ranging from
several areas of civil law. Social Security how to interview a client to how to
benefits, landlord/tenant, consumer prepare for trial. Further information
problems, and representation of the may be obtained at the Clinics Day Fair.
mentally handicapped are just a few.
Students interested in enrolling in
"There are statutes and organizations ' Advocacy for the Elderly for the
designed to protect these people, and Summer and Fall semesters are
you can't infringe on their rights," says reminded to submit their supplemental
Ms. Boyd. Typical "hands-on" experience pre-registration forms prior to precomes from client interviews, registration to Room 10 in Leahy Hall.
negotiations with governmental agencies, The proper forms have been distributed
handling settlements, court appearances, in the boxes of the Evening Division
and getting familiar with procedure."
students. Inquiries should be directed to
"Not only do you learn to think on Michael McGonnigal at 319-6194 or
your feet, but you get more exposure on Diane Weldon at 526-5800.

..
SEC Observer Program participant
Don Walters.
Photo by TP.

chose Catholic." Walters also hopes to
continue working for the SEC after
graduation.
The Observer Program is an
opportunity to get inside the securities
industry and to find out how it works.
Walters works with the assistant director
of the Penny Stock Task Force in the
Division of Enforcement. He gets to
prepare material for trial and follows
the cases all the way to trial. Walters
'nd Lutz both consider the training to
be very thorough. Every Wednesday they
have a two-hour seminar in which they
have various speakers from different
departments. This is an opportunity in
W~shington, D.C. that should not be
overlooked by any law student.
Students interested in the program
should apply now for the Fall semester.
To be eligible for this program students
must have completed a course in
Corporations. Further information may
be obtained at the Clinics Day Fair.

THE BEST LEGAL MINDS MONEY CAN'T BUY
D.C. LAW STUDENTS IN COURT PROGRAM
D.C.'s Oldest & Largest In-Court Clinic
Civil & Criminal Divisions
You are invited to attend an

Open House
March 28, 1991
4:00pm to Z·OOpm
419 Seventh Street, N.W.
Suite 202
Washington, D.C. 20004
. (202) 638-4798
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LAW AND THE DEAF

LAW STUDENTS IN COURT
by Anne Woodworth
by Farida Moreau
Second Year Day

Third year students who have
survived taking classes in Criminal
Procedure, Civil Procedure, and
Evidence and decide they want a taste of
the real world, should consider the D.C.
Law Students in Court program.
This full-year program gives students
six credits per semester to represent
indigent clients in the D.C. Superior
Court. Students can participate in either
the Civil or Criminal Division of the
program, both of which meet at offices
at 419 Seventh Street, N.W., close to the
D.C. Courthouse. Both programs start
a week earlier than classes with an
intensive orientation, and include a
weekly seminar on advocacy skills.
Civil Division
"Students in the Civil Division handle
landlord/tenant cases, as well as some
consumer cases in Small Claims Court,"
says Anne Marie Hay, Director. When
the client is a tenant, he is usually trying
to obtain heat, water, electricity, or
other fundamental services the landlord
isn't providing. Consumer cases can
range from automobile negligence to
contract disputes.
,·
Participating students come from area
law schools, with Catholic University
getting about 15 slots in the Civil
Division each year, Ms. Hay says.
Students spend one full day each week
in court, and about another 10 - 12
hours preparing for court.
Third year student Lisa Giorgini
spent last summer and fall in the Civil
Division. While she met her goal of
"getting courtroom experience and
getting over my fears of being before a
judge," she says her experience was also
frustrating. She explained that the Clinic
has about 70 students and six
supervisors, making any of the required
meetings with supervisors a waiting
game. "Once you get hold of a
supervisor, they are very helpful, it is
just help given very sparingly," she says.
Another frustration comes from the

way the court system works, Ms.
Giorgini explains. "Most cases settle
before trial. I was prepared to go to trial
three times, and when I got there, they
were continued. But, it showed me the
real world." She says her frustrations
were all balanced with the good she
knew she was doing. "I had very pleasant
experiences with my clients, and that
kept me going. You know you are
helping them stay in their homes." She
especially highlights this feeling of selfgratification.
Ms. Hay, the director, adds that one
of the real benefits of participating in
the Civil Division is that students learn
to interact with opposing counsel and
with judges during a trial.
Criminal Division
"The Criminal Division is smaller,
with students only from George
Washington and Catholic University,"
says Rich Goemann, Supervising
Attorney. Students defend indigent
clients charged with misdemeanor
crimes including assault, theft,
prostitution, and drug or weapon
possession.
Third year student Christopher
Pisciotta has tracked cases through all
stages of litigation, starting with client
interviews, bail arguments, then doing
discovery, diversion, status hearings, plea
bargaining, and trials. Pisciotta believes
the program is good because students
have their own clients and are doing
trials before going out into the real
world. "And," he says, "there is someone
standing behind you ready to jump in if
you are floundering, although we are
usually over-prepared!"
Mr. Goemann explained that the
Criminal Division is valuable because,
"there is no substitute for standing up in
a real court in front of a real judge and
making a real argument for a real client
who might go to a real jail if you lose.
But," he emphasizes, "the clinical is also
a lot of work."
Students interested in the D.C.
Students in Court Clinic may obtain
information at their open house, March
28, from 4:00pm to 7:00pm, 419 Seventh
Street, N.W., Suite 202.

Students who participate in this
program intern with the National Center
for Law and the Deaf (NCLD) Legal
Services Clinic at Gallaudet University.
The clinic provides free legal services to
low and middle-income, hearingimpaired individuals in the Washington
Metropolitan area. Any problems
directly related to hearing impairments
can be handled by clinic workers
regardless of a client's income. The
clinical is graded on a pass/fail basis
and awards three credits upon
completion of one semester.
Second and third year students from
area law schools work under the
supervision of staff attorneys, utilizing
sign language or interpreters to
interview and interact with clients. In
addition to the practical clinical
experience, weekly classes on the
substantive law address issues frequently
encountered, in areas ranging from
employment discrimination to
government benefits, consumer, and
landlord-tenant disputes.
Second year Tom Curran is one of
the students from CUA who has
participated in this program. Besides
growing more sensitive to the needs of
the deaf, Tom was able to gain
experience in many areas, especially
bankruptcy and social security claims.

1-----=--'---------=-------=---=-----------Trade Commission, the Environmental
Crimes Division of the U.S. Department
of Justice, the Judiciary Committees of
the House and Senate, the American
Civil Liberties Union, and Public
Defender's offices," says Professor
McDougall. Students are permitted to
set up externships wherever they like,
however.
The process of drafting bills has come
alive to second year student Tom

LAW AND PUBLIC POLICY
by Farida Moreau
Second Year Day
Students who, after studying law in
the nation's capitol, fall in love with the
idea of being a "Washington lawyer" will
benefit from the Law and Public Policy
Program.
The program focuses on the
separation of power between the courts,
the legislature, and the executive and
regulatory agencies. "We look at the
legal forums people can go to for relief
to help students understand · how the
system works and how lawyers work in
it," explains Associate Professor Harold
McDougall, Director of the program.
The program as a whole includes classes

Photo by TM

°Each week I met with new clients.
With the assistance of an interpreter, I
learned what is most important to the
hearing-impaired community or any
other disabled group," explained Tom.
"These capable people simply wish to be
treated like everyone else. In my
experience, the deaf do not demand or
seek special treatment," he addeq.
Tom found his experience with the
program to be both special and
enlightening and one which he will
always remember.
Students who participate in the
program must be available one or two
afternoons per week for clinical work
and attend weekly classes on the
substantive law as well. If you are
interested or have any questions, contact
Elaine Gardner at (202) 651-5373 before
registering.

in housing and community development
law, civil rights law, and a law and
public policy class.
The clinical portion of the program
involves an externship worth three
credits and a practicum worth six
credits, both involving weekly seminars
which bring in a variety of policy- Intorcio who works at the House
oriented speakers. The externship Subcommittee on Constitutional and
highlights the role of students and Civil Rights. He is most involved in
lawyers in policy-related legal work and researching and drafting the "College
requires 120 hours of work and a journal Student's Speech Protection Act of
or five page paper. "The practicum, for 1~1," which would give students at
advanced students, highlights the role of private universities the right to injunctive
law offices and organizations in the and declaratory relief when their
Washington policy-making process and university denies them the right to
requires 240 hours of work and a 20-25 speak.
page paper," says Professor McDougall.
Mr. Intorcio says the work he is
"Students usually work at the Federal doing is invaluable to getting a job on

the Hill. "It's a passport to a job. Law
firms and trade associations will know I
understand the process. The program
gives more than paper qualifications -- it
shows you know how government
works."
Second year student Bernie Roman
works for the U.S. Department of
Justice in the Office of International
Affairs. He processes extradition and
foreign evidence gathering requests,
making sure there is always probable
cause, statutory justification for the
request, that the statute of limitations
has not expired, and the charge is an
extraditable crime. He also writes
memorandums, takes part in attorney
conferences, shuttles documents to the
State Department, and even translates
occasionally.
While law school classes are helpful
for providing a background, Mr. Roman
says, "Instead of just learning the
technical part of it, we get to see it in
action. It is incredible how much we
learn by taking part in the process.
Experience is something you don't get
very easily from books in school."
Professor McDougall is excited about
the future of the Law and Public Policy
Program, which is becoming involved in
International Comparative Law and is
gaining recognitiou from law schools
around the country who are interested in
this approach to policy law. Professor
McDougall wants to investigate the
possibility of giving a certificate upon
completion of the Program, bringing
externship supervisors to the Law School
as adjunct professors teaching
specialized classes, and setting up an
alumni network.
Interested students may obtain more
information at the C::linics Day Program
or in Room 10, Leahy Hall.
~ ) I
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LEGAL EXTERNSHIP PROGRAM
by Albert Bustamante
First Year Day
The focus of the Legal Externship
Program is on learning and experience.
Aspiring attorneys are exposed to
various aspects of the legal profession,
differences in areas of practice,
standards of competence, adversary roles
of the lawyer, lawyer-client relationships,
and identification of one's own area of
interest. This is an excellent chance for
students to learn what type of law they
really enjoy.
Beth Crawford, third year day, chose
to work at the U.S. Attorney's Office.
Her position is with the Domestic
Violence Initiative. She hopes to recruit
as many peo!!le as possible into this
program, "because it's like the last
frontier; an area of the law that no one
has addressed in years."
Crawford works on the criminal side
of these domestic issues while Jocelyn
Hernandez, a second year day student,
works on the civil side. All those
involved in the program get exposure to
different things with each case. Crawford
recently worked on a child rape case
that was very emotional. The work she
does is very rewarding. "It is exciting and
the U.S. Attorney's Office has provided
a great amount of experience and

exposure to the real world," she says.
For anyone who has an interest in
litigation, working for the Public
Defender's Office, can't be beat. Jerry
Murphy, fourth year night student, found
his job at the Public Defender's Office
to be a great experience. He hoped to
find out if he was interested in litigation;
now he thinks he would be a interested
in being a litigator.
"Working for the County Office," he
says, "is better than working in the
District because there is less monotony
in the type of cases." His job was very
interesting, and he did not have to do
too much research. As an intern he filed
motions and practiced other lawyering
skills, but his most valued experience
was interviewing clients in jail. As a
public defender, one gets to go into the
cell to conduct the interviews. "One day
I was sent down to 14th Street to find
and question a hooker." Of all the
people he knows that did externships, he
thinks that his experience at the Public
Defender's Office was the best and most
useful.
If you are interested in a Legal
Externship you may earn credit, 2
credits for 120 hours or 3 credits for 180
hours. Spaces for the Program are
limited, availability will be printed on
next year's course schedule.

COMPARATIVE AND INTERNATIONAL LAW
by Anne Woodworth

"Given the amount of competition in
the international job market (very high),
gettihg an internship may give you that
needed edge. It should open up a few
doors," believes second year day Rico
Sogocio, President of the International
Law Society. The Comparative and
International Law Program gives
students an introduction to various
aspects of international law, economics,
trade, telecommunications, immigration,
and more. Both paid and unpaid
internships for credit allow students
innumerable opportunities to add to
their law school experiences. By meeting
course requirements and completing one
unpaid internship, students qualify for a
Certificate of Specialization from the
Program upon graduation.
Jackie Weisman, second year day
student and Moot Court Activities
Officer in ILS explains, !'My internship

[at the U.S. Department of Justice,
Office of International Affairs] involves
extradition issues primarily. There are a
lot of CUA students there, and it's a
great experience. The attorneys are very
knowledgeable, and it's a relaxed
atmosphere." She pointed out that some
internships involve security checks that
take time. "My employers ran my
fingerprints and called every one of my
old employers, but it wasn't too bad.
Just appfy for the internship and allow
time for the paper work." The contacts
she has made, the value of future
recommendations, and learning from
other attorneys are Jackie's reasons for
encouraging others to participate in an
internship.
Jill Hoexter, second year day student,
claims the best part of her internship
with a private corporation is that "you
see the people you make a difference
for . . .working with clients directly is
totally different form research and
writing in the library."

Mike Purcell listens as Tina Difranco assists a client at the Litigation Clinic.

CLINIC'S DAY
COMMUNICATIONS LAW INSTITUTE
by Anne Woodworth
The Communications Law Institute at
CUA provides specialized training to
students in the field of
Telecommunications Law. The Institute
affords a Certificate of Specialization
upon completion of the required
courses. Four semesters of unpaid
internships supplement the classroom
teachings. Two semesters of paid
clerkships may be substituted if
approved. Students can intern with
governmental or quasi-governmental
agencies, media or trade associations,
public interest organizations, or private
communications companies or law firms.
Non-Institute students may take
certain communications courses with the
permission of the Dean on a spaceavailable basis. In addition, any student
may join and benefit from membership
in the student organization of the
Institute.
Suzanne Sullivan, second year day,
discussed her internship experiences

both with the Federal Communications
Commission, Mass Media Bureau, and
currently with the U.S. House of
Representatives, Subcommittee on
Telecommunications and Finance
(Office of Congressman Ed Markey).
"Different internships develop different
skills, though your writing skills will
always be sharpened. My current
internship involves a lot of direct contact
with the public, with an emphasis on
oral skills," said Ms. Sullivan. Sullivan
believes she is getting experience she
never could in a classroom.
Working at the FCC, Common
Carrier Bureau, Carolyn Malanga, also
a second year day studeqt, states that
"making contacts is the best part of an
internship. It puts the classroom work in
perspective. . .the people with the best
grades may not always make the best
lawyers because your end work-product
is a combination of many skills."
Internships develop and utilize both
classroom and work environment aspects
of learning.

THE LITIGATION
CLINIC
by Gregory J. Johnson
Catholic University's, Columbus
Community Litigation Clinic is located
at 1713 North Capitol Street, N.E.,
approximately three miles from the Law
School. Students participating in this
clinical program have the opportunity to
experience the general civil motions
practice of law. The Litigation Clinic
may be taken for three to thirteen
credits hours in one semester but first
time participants must take at least six
or seven credits.
The caseload for each student at the
Litigation Clinic depends on the number
of credits being awarded. The work,
however, is as diverse as the students
who participate in the Clinic. A full
range of civil law including; housing,
consumer, family, and administrativecases are part of the normal fair at the
Litigation Clinic. Divorce, child custody,
foreclosure, evictions, and collection
suits as well as Civil Protection Orders
(CPOs) are all handled by Litigation
Clinic participants.
Most students spend anywhere from
fourteen to twenty hours a week at the
North Capitol Street Offices and about
six to seven hours more on Clinic work.
For many students, these hours are
spent at the District of Columbia
·Superior Court House in North West
Washington, D.C. It is not uncommon
however for students to spend 30 hours
or more at the Clinic in a week when
they have a case going to trial. Litigation
Clinic students are also required to
attend weekly classes which consist of
lectures and information on the
substantive areas of law and some trial
techniques.

The Litigation Clinic program is
designed to give the student interns the
opportunity to develop skills in drafting
general civil motions, trial techniques,
and interviewing and counseling clients.
Student get a chance for some real
litigation experience.
The Columbus Community Litigation
Clinic enjoys an outstanding reputation
in the Washington, D.C. Metropolitan
Legal Community and gives its students
invaluable legal experience. Enrollment
in the Litigation Clinic is limited, but all
students are encouraged to take
advantage of this wonderful experience.
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A FIRST FOR CATHOLIC!

'Litigation Clinic Director Ellen Scully.
Pbolo byTMC.

To be eligible to pre-register for the
Columbus Community Legal Services'
Fall Semester, students must complete
and return a Pre-Registration Form by
April 2nd. Additional copies may be
obtained in Leahy Hall (the Law Library
and Room 10) or at CCLS, 1713 North
Capitol Street, N.E.
Students will be selected from the list
of those who have pre-registered with
the Clinic.
REMINDER: Forms must be
completed and returned to Room 10,
Clinic Center, Leahy Hall no later than
midnight April 2, 1991. Further details
and a CCLS pre-registration have been
provided to all first and second year day
students.

We are pleased to- present a panel
discussion: Roe v. Wade Jurisprudence
and Future Implications in Law. Few
cases in our time have generated such
controversy. Therefore, the Advocates
for Life, Women's Law Caucus, and the
Student Bar Association, in cooperation
with the .:. aw School, have come
together to offer the Law School
Community an opportunity to explore a
difficult legal topic in a rational
discourse.
The forum itself is scheduled for
April 10th, at 5:15pm to 8:15pm. That
time presents the least conflicts for law
students and makes events accessible for
the evening students. We have invited
two lawyers who have worked on the
abortion issue in litigation and
legislation and two academics who have
worked on some of the philosophical
and jurisprudential aspects.
Prior to the forum, Associate
Professor Robert Destro expects to
organize professors to do a two hour
session on pertinent case law
background. The session will focus not
on the wisdom of the case law but
rather on what decisions have held and
the status of various sub-issues in the
law. The program will be publicized for
those students interested in obtaining
background and particularly encouraged
for any non-law students who wish to
attend.

One practitioner will lead off with questions rather than speeches are
five to ten minutes on the holdings in expected. The forum will be moderated
Roe and a quick summary of the state of by Associate Dean George Garvey.
The presentation will be open to the
the law. The other will have five to ten
minutes to make any amendments. We entire campus. We expect a fairly large
probably will just flip a coin for who number of undergraduates, other
leads off. After that brief introduction, graduate students, and faculty and staff
each practitioner is asked to address for from other parts of the University to
fifteen minutes, "Assuming Roe is attend.
We refer to the presentation as a
reversed (affirmed), what do you see as
major consequences -- please focus forum. In planning, we have talked quite
particularly on issues other than a bit about it being a discussion rather
abortion itself?" It is appropriate for than a debate. Although we expect each
each speaker to take a few minutes to speaker to be persuasive and wish to
talk about abortion law itself, but the convince the audience of their position,
students involved in planning particularly we want to avoid an atmosphere of
wanted the discussion to reach impact trying to "score points" at the expense of
on other issues. After these other speakers. We also want to avoid
presentations, the academics will address an atmosphere in which the audience
Roe and its progeny in a philosophy of thinks of their role as to "cheer for their
team." When each audience member
law context.
At this point, it should be about leaves, we hope their reaction will be, on
6:30pm. (We will need to observe time at least some level, an eye opening, "I
limits on speakers fairly strictly.) We had not thought of it that way."
Mark your calendars for April 10th
then will break for ten to fifteen minutes
and have light refreshments available. between 5:15pm to 8:15pm. The location
That will allow audience members who will be announced. This will be a first
need to leave to do so without for The Columbus School of Law. Don't
interrupting the talk. After the break, miss it!!!
Amy Miller
each speaker would be given a few
Advocates for Life
minutes to respond to questions from
Tami McNulty
the others.
Women's Law Caucus
A final twenty to thirty minutes will
Tom O'Dea
be reserved for audience questions with
Student Bar Association
a firm moderator's admonition that

MOOT COURT ANNOUNCEMENTS
by Jeff L'Hote

Chancellor

NATIONAL COMPETITIONS
Our Wagner National Moot Court
Team, comprised of Carol Toth, Kyle
Flaherty, and Matt Mahaffie, advanced
to the semi-final round of the Wagner
Cup held in New York City. The Team
was ranked third in a field of thirtyseven from across the nation. Carrie
Downey-Higgins gave her tireless efforts
as the Team's orals coach.
Led by coach Greg Johnson, Faith
Martin, Chris Flynn, and Gina Burgin,
our 1991 National Civil Rights Team,
advanced to the semi-final round of the
Civil Rights Competition sponsored by
the University of Minnesota. In addition,
the Team was awarded "Best Brief'
among the twenty schools in the
Competition.
Congratulations to our Wagner and
Civil Rights teams and to their coaches!
In upcoming national competitions,
Steve Kenney, Joe Nelson, and John
Reese will travel to Cincinnati, Ohio, to
compete in the Rendigs Products
Liability Competition during the
weekend of April 6th. And Jennifer
Blunt, Rob Sweeney, and Bill Ward have
promised to return "The Cup" to

Catholic University, its rightful owner,
in the 41st Annual Sutherland Cup
Competition held the same weekend in
Washington, D.C.
Good Luck to these National Moot
Court teams, our last of the 1990-1991
season!
NEW ASSOCIATE INVITATIONS
All first-year students who
participated in both Soapbox and St. Ives
should have received an invitation to
become a Moot Court · Associate.
Upperclass students who were not
invited to become an Associate after
first-year, but who competed in an
intraschool competition this year, should
also have received an invitation. Please
remember that responses are due to
Mariclaire Driscoll by April 2nd. If you
have any questions concerning
membership in the Moot Court
Association, or if you believe that you
should have received an invitation but
did not, please see me in the Moot
Court Office.
ASSOCIATE STATUS
Please watch the Moot Court Bulletin
Board for a list of graduating Moot
Court Associates. We will be ordering
certificates in the next couple of weeks.
It is your responsibility to infonn me of
any discrepancies in our records.

ELECTIONS
The Moot Court Board has voted to
hold Chancellor elections during the
week of April 8th -- 12th, and Executive
Board Elections during the week of
April 15th -- 19th. Applications for the
Chancellor and for the various ViceChancellor positions will be available
during the week of March 25th in the
Moot Court Office. Job responsibility
descriptions for all positions will be
posted on the Moot Court Bulletin
Board.
Applications must be returned to the
Board no later than 9:00pm on April
2nd for the Chancellor position, and no
later than 9:00pm on April 8th for ViceChancellor positions. Individual
informational interviews will be
conducted for the Chancellor position
from April 3rd -- April 5th, and for all
other Executive Board positions during
the week of April 8th. Anyone interested
in running for a Board position must
m~et with the current Vice-Chancellor,
for that position, and the Chancellor.
First-year students who have accepted
an i..hvitation to become a Moot Court
Associate are eligible to run for all
Executive Board positions except
Chancellor, Vice-Chancellor for
Administration, and Vice-Chancellor for
Sutherland Cup. U pperclass Associates
are eligible to run for all Executive
Board positions. All Moot Court

Associates in good standing are eligible
to vote in the general election.
If you have any questions concerning
elections, please see me in the Moot
Court Office.
SUTHERLAND CUP
Preliminary rounds m Catholic
University's invitational moot court
competition, the oldest interschool
appellate competition in the country, will
be held at the Superior Court of the
District of Columbia on Friday evening,
April 5th from 5:30 -- 7:30, and Saturday
morning, April 6th from 9:00 -- 11:00.
Final rounds begin Saturday afternoon
at 3:30 in the ceremonial courtroom of
the United States Court of Military
Appeals. Teams from Catholic
University, Yale University, American
University, and Villanova University will
compete.
Our Sutherland Cup Dinner Dance
will be held on April 6th at the
Mayflower Hotel, commencing with
cocktails at 7:00pm. Tickets are $30.00
per person for Moot Court Associates,
which includes an open-bar cocktail
hour, sit-down dinner, and dancing until
1:00am. Please see Terry McClendon in
the Moot Court Office for additional
details and for tickets.
We hope to see you at Sutherland
Cup!
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COLUMBUS CULINARY COMMENT
by Rachel Gold
Third Year Day
and
G.S. Asciolla
First Year Day

Odeon Cafe
1714 Connecticut Avenue NW
Washington, D.C. 20009
(202) 328-6228

Hours: 5:00pm - ll:OOpm (weekdays)
5:00pm - 11:30pm (weekends)
Price Range: Appetizers: $3.50-$5.50
Entrees: $10.00-$15.00
Plastic: Visa, MasterCard, and American
Express
Liquor: Beer, wine, and liquor
Due to the extraordinary effort
involved in the preparation of a fine
Italian meal, it was necessary to work as
a team for this edition's review so as nol
to miss a thing. Of course, the task
would not have been possible without
the tireless palate of our assistant, Jackie
.Caron. With a choice of about five
Italian restaurants in the same block
around Dupont Circle, we finally
selected the Odeon Cafe because it was

the only one of the five that did not
have a neon sign flashing "pizza" in the
front window.
The Odeon Cafe is not your typical
Italian restaurant. Instead of being cozy
and dimly lit with plastic grapes and
Godfather-like figures at every table,
this restaurant is spacious, modern, and
impersonal. There was not a cheesy
picture of the Leaning Tower of Pisa or
the Mona Lisa anywhere to be found. In
fact, the restaurant is filled with
contemporary artwork. We were seated
on the second floor, a loft-like area
. overlooking the bar and other pastalovers dining below.
Greg selected the sauteed Veal
Parmesan with asparagus in marsala
wine sauce, one of the many dinner
specials. Just look at the complexity of
the title as a justification of the need for
co-counsel in this review. Rachel
ordered the Penne Primavera, which is
a tri-colored pasta tossed with fresh
vegetables and creamed tomato sauce.
Jackie, who we fondly call "Ms.
Imagination," ordered pizza. Actually her
choice was quite interesting as it was
topped with lamb sausage, red onions,
and green peppers. We also ordered
garlic bread, which quite to our dismay

THE RETURN OF
McCARTHYISM

was not brought before the meal. Not
only that, we were deprived of a
quintessential delight which is always a
centerpiece on every Italian's table -bread. This was not an ordinary Italian
restaurant.
The food arrived in no time at all by
an unenthusiastic waiter. Our
scintillating dinner conversation about
life on the cutting edge of societal
evolution, or more specifically, about the
man with the grey bouffant and the
large pearl clip-on earring who passed
us on the street outside the restaurant,
came to an abrupt halt as we savored
the first bites of our meal. "Mamma
Mia!," we all screamed in unison as we
slapped our palms to our foreheads in
traditional Italian fashion. "This is
delicious!" The veal was lightly breaded
and tender, and was covered with a
marsala sauce and asparagus bits. It was
served with sauteed potatoes and string
beans, both of which were equally as
good. Rachel's pasta was mixed with
fresh pieces of cauliflower, broccoli, red
peppers, mushrooms, and peas. The
sauce was a combination of tomato
sauce and heavy cream which gave these
rather ordinary vegetables a delicate
taste. The pizza was served on an

individual plate, sort of like the Personal
Pan concept of Pizza Hut yet with about
one half of the grease. The lamb
sausage was surprisingly spicy, but it was
dulled by the sweet taste of the onions
and the peppers. Let the fact that there
was nothing much left on our plates
illustrate our delight with the meals.
For dessert we shared a slice of
raspberry cheese cake. Jackie and
Rachel took mouthfuls right down to the
last crumb. It was a good thing Greg did
not like raspberry cheese cake because
it is doubtful he would have gotten his
fork near the plate. And just as the meal
arrived quickly, so did our check. We
were lucky Jackie had her American
Express Card (No 8569-425-5356, Exp.
5/25/91) because we were not
anticipating such an expensive meal.
All in all it was a great dining
experience, especially if you like trendy
and chatty places. We give the Odeon
Cafe four forks up. Note: To maximize
the enjoyment of your night out, take a
cab or the Metro (there is never any
legal parking in Dupont circle), arrive
before 8:00pm (this is when the
restaurant begins to get very crowded),
and do not get angry if the man sitting
next to you has nicer earrings.

First Years Enroll In BAR/BRI Today
Take Advantage Of the Benefits
Of Membership

by Elizabeth Lang
Third Year Day
On Wednesday, March 20th, the
Federalist Society held a lecture on
"Politically Correct Speech." The guest
speaker, Thomas Jipping, MA., J.D.,
Director of the Center of Law &
Democracy, Free Congress Research &
Education Foundation, explained the
growing epidemic of speech codes in
American universities. Jipping discussed
his paper "Free Speech On Campus: They
Don't Believe What They Say," which
describes the codes, the effects of such
codes, and the constitutionality of
passing a speech code in a public
university.
Specifically, a public university is
directly violating the First Amendment
by enacting a speech code. Moreover,
the First Amendment is to prevent
government suppression of free speech
and ideas; and not to promote
intellectual discourse or politically
correct or non-offensive speech as the
authors of these speech codes would
have us believe. To emphasize this point,
Jipping quotes former Associate Justice
William Brennan from Texas v. Johnson,
57 U.S.L.W. 4770, 4774 (1989), "[i]f
there is a bedrock principle underlying
the First Amendment, it is that the
Government may not prohibit the
expression of an idea simply because
society finds the idea itself offensive or
disagreeable."
Jipping further explains, that the use
of speech codes is an attempt to dictate
what we may or may not think and not
how to think. Such codes are not only a
violation of our constitutional rights,

they are an insult to our intelligence and
our abilities to protect ourselves and our
ideas. Furthermore, the purpose of a
University is to encourage knowledge,
diverse ideas, and free thought, all
contrary to the goals of a speech code.
Speech codes are a threat to our
principles as a democratic society and
must not be allowed.
In case anyone is wondering, CUA's
undergraduate school does have a
speech code. Whether CUA has the
right to enact such a code as a private
university and whether it affects the
·graduate schools are important questions that all CUA students should
be asking. Jipping concludes that the
"market place of ideas" is the best test
for truth.
A video tape on this meeting is on
reserve in Leahy Library for any
interested students.
On an administrative note, the next
Federalist Society meeting will be on
domestic and constitutional implications
of the Persian Gulf War on Tuesday,
April 2nd. Look for postings.

When You Enroll With BAR/BRI
You Will Receive Outlines & Lecture
For All First Year Subjects
Including Criminal Law, Property
& Constitutional Law
The $g5 Tuition Is Fully Credited To
Your Bar Review Tuition & Freezes
Your Tuition Jn Most BAR/BRI States
BAR/BRI Is The Only Course With
Nationwide Transferability
From New Y 9rk. To California
Registration & Information
Wed, March 27th, 12pm-1pm
in the Macke Room

BAR REVIEW
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"Defense Never Rests"
Starts Dynasty
by Andrew Baxley
Third Year Day
When people think of dynasties, they
think of names such as Ming, Yankees,
Celtics, and Canadiens. They can add
the Defense Never Rests to that list.
The Defense Never Rests (DNR),
Columbus School of Law's
representative in The Catholic
University of America Intramural Men's
Indoor Soccer League, won their second
consecutive men's indoor soccer.
championship February 24th with a
come-from-behind 3-1 victory against
Team Monroe in the final and a 4-0
victory against Operation Khonees in the
semifinals earlier the day.
Jeff L'Hote scored the winner in the
championship game late in the first half
on a bank shot which caromed off the
gyms back wall, off a Monroe defender
and into the goal. Bill Bunch added a
late insurance goal with about three
minutes remaining to seal the victory.
Monroe jumped out to an early lead
when a shot hit the back wall above the
DNR goal and bounced down to a
Monroe forward who beat goalkeeper
Andrew Baxley low on the right side.
The goal was the only one Baxley and
the DNR defense allowed in all of the
playoffs.
The Monroe goal provided DNR with
a much - needed wakeup call. Gordon
Giampetro tied the score midway
through the first half, then L'Hote
scored the game winner. From thereon,
DNR controlled the ball with crisp
passing and a tight defense, led by John
McPherson and Bunch. Several excellent
saves by the Monroe goalie kept the
game from becoming a rout.
The 4-0 semifinal victory against
Operation Khonees was a more typical
DNR conquest: dominance from start to
finish. After jumping out to an early
lead, DNR maintained possession of the
ball throughout the game. The Khonees
rarely tested Baxley, who chalked up an
easy shutout.

DNR reached the semifinals with a
forfeit victory in the quarterfinals against
the last-place Terminators. In the
regular season finale, D NR trounced the
Terminators 12-0. This thrashing
prompted them not to bother to show
up for the playoff rematch.
By finishing in first place in the
regular season with a 5-0-0 record, DNR
earned the top seed in the playoff
tournament. Over the regular season,
DNR outscored their opponents by a
margin of 33 goals to six. Regular
season victories were: 4-0 against Team
Monroe, 4-2 against the Winoes, 6-1
against Bamboleo, 7-3 against Operation
Khonees, and 12-0 against the
Terminators.
DNR also won the fall men's
intramural outdoor soccer championship.
Combined with their outdoor record,
DNR has won 19 consecutive games:
Eight in this past indoor season, seven in
this past outdoor season, and four at the
end of the 1989 - 90 indoor season.
Their combined indoor and outdoor
record since winter 1990 is 22-1-0.
Thumbnail sketches of the members
of the team:
The Starters:
Gordon Giampetro, second year day,
forward: With probably the hardest shot
in the league, Gordon led the team in
goals and made life difficult for many
opposing goalies. He converted five
goals against Khonees.
Jim Sadowski, second year day,
forward/defender: The team's leading
playmaker, Jim's selfless play created
numerous scoring opportunities for
teammates.
Jeff L'Hote, third year day, forward:
Jeff contributed scoring punch and fancy
footwork when his Moot Court duties
permitted.
Joe Cramer, second year day,
forward: The Team's second-leading
goal scorer, Joe was tenacious around
the opposing net. Cramer had the team's
top single-game goal scoring

The Deans and Faculty
invite you to attend
The 25th Annual Pope John XXIII Lecture

"Resolving Interbranch Conflicts on the Practice Field"
delivered by
Dr. Paul R. Verkuil
President, College of William and Mary
4:00pm
Tuesday, April 2, 1991
Herzfeld Auditorium, Hannon Hall
Reception to Follow
Paul R Verkuil, President of the College of William and Mary and an expert in administrative
law, government regulation, and separation of powers, will present the 25th Pope John XXIII
·lecture, April 2 at 4:00pm in Hannon Hall. The lecture will be followed by a reception and dinner
Dr. Verkuil's topic is closely related to activities of The Center for Interbranch
Relations and the Constitutional Process, a joint program of CUA and William and Mary.
Dr. Verkuil was Dean of Tulane University Law School in New Orleans before joining the
College of William and Mary in 1985. He served on the faculty at the University of North
Carolina Law Schoo~ from 1971 to 1978, and has been a visiting professor at Duke University
and Indiana University (Bloomington) schools of law. As a member of the law and government
faculties at William and Mary, Dr. Verkuil teaches an interdisciplinary course on separation
of powers.
Dr. Verkuil received his LL.B. from the University of Virginia, and LL.M. and J.S.D.·from
New York University. He earned a BA. in English Literature from William and Mary and MA.
in Political Science and Economics from the New York School for Social Research.

DNR, from left to right, back row: Gordon Giampietro, Bill Bu ch, Jim Sadowski, Joh
McPherson, and Jeff L'Hote, front row: Ken Corsello, Peter Bartinik, Andrew Baxley, Joe Cramer
and Fra
· •

performance with six against the
Terminators.
Bill Bunch, third year night, defender:
A stalwart in front of his own net, Bill
also helped on offense with some key
goals and assists.
John McPherson, third year day,
defender: DNR didn't hire Mac for his
offense, but his consistent, solid work on
the backline was a tremendous asset.
Andrew Baxley, third year day,
goalkeeper: A converted hockey goalie,
Bax infuriated teammates with his
occasional kick saves and verbal abuse,
but he rarely allowed soft goals.

The Reserves:
Peter Bartinik, . second year day,
utility: Pete filled in well at every
position except goalie and scored a
couple of key goals.
Ken Corsello, second year day, utility:
Ken provided some solid defense in
addition to setting up a few goals.
Frank Bricio, first year day, utility:
Frank pestered opponents and
contributed to the offense.
Others who played: Rico Sogocio,
second year day; Tom Kieklak, third
year day.

THE FINAL BILL
by Marya Dennis
Director of Financial Aid
Loan Exit Counseling Sessions in
Mid April: As in previous years,
graduating students who borrowed
money through Federal, Institutional,
and/or commercial loan programs while
at the Columbus School of Law will
receive an individualized loan summary
at one of the upcoming exit counseling
sessions. Valuable information
explaining the amount borrowed through
each loan, which bank, grace periods,
interest rates, and approximate monthly
payments will be covered in each 30
minute session a~~-well as eligibility for
deferments, forbearance, and
consolidation. It will not be necessary to
call for an appointment, there will be at
least ten sessions scheduled over a two
week period to be announced later:
The Department of Education made
"in person" exit counseling mandatory in
April of 1988. Therefore, your
cooperation in attending a session will
help us satisfy these regulations and will
be greatly appreciated. There will be a
checklist to sign and return after the
session confirming your attendance.
Deadlines and Information for 19911992 Financial Aid: The deadline for

sending the GAPSFAS in application for
institutional aid (Perkins Loan and Law
School Loan) is April 15, 1991. Be sure
to send the Academic Information Sheet
and Scholarship and Loan application to
the Financial Aid Office by the same
date.
The GAPSFAS can be completed as
soon as your 1990 income tax return is
finished. Although the deadline for
sending the GAPSFAS in application for
Stafford, SLS, and Commercial loans, is
June 1st, sending the GAPSFAS early
will expedite our processing time and
enable you to pay your fall tuition by
mail. "Pay by mail" information will be
distributed via student mailboxes in the
beginning of May.
1991-1992 Law Access and Law Loan
(Stafford, SLS, and Commercial Loan)
applications should be in the Financial
Aid Office by the end of March. Law
Loans (Norwest Bank) will not be
sending pre-printed applications to
continuing students this spring. But, Law
Access (PHEAA, Ameritrust Bank) will
send pre-printed applications to students
who borrowed through them last year.
Feel free to stop 'and pick up the
materials you need. We will begin
processing loan appffcations for 19911992 on May 1, 1991.

ANNOUNCEMENT
Assistant Dean Lord will be visiting law student.
LSP classes during the week of April 8 Pre-registration for the Fall 1991
12 to discuss classes, academic rules, semester will occur during the week of
and life in general as an upperdivision April 15 - 19.
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FROM THE BACK ROW
by Scott B. Elkind
Second Year Day
Once again, for the wary and,
perhaps, impecunious (that's SAT for
dirt poor) movie fan, I have decided to
compile a second installment of
overlooked video rental choices. These
films, as in the last such column I
concocted, are not big-budget (overly
advertised) films, but rather unique films
which must be judged solely on their
own merits instead of their box office
receipts.
Usually, when one first glances at one
of these "films of the shelf you are not
entirely familiar with" (haven't seen
already or have had family or friends
which have already rendered their
"expert" opinions), you shouldn't let the
fear of the unknown influence your
video choice. Anyhow, this effort may
actually prevent some unfortunate soul
from perfecting the zombie walk we see
all too commonly in most shopping
malls (and video stores). On the lighter
side...
The Kentucky Fried Movie and The
Groove Tube: These two films are
fantastic collections of vignettes. Some
of them involve some production quality
and decent talent with quick
appearances by such persons as Richard
Belzer and Chevy Chase. The best part

of these films is their unevenness. They
simply move from skit to skit with little
transition, but never transgressing the
border into good taste. In other words,
bathroom humor abounds with generous
helpings of satire and just plain silliness.
Slap Shot: Starring Paul Newman in
his funniest role. As far as I'm
concerned, this flick ranks as one of the
best pictures ever made in what I term
the anarchy genre (which is best
personified by the film Animal House).
Admittedly, I'm no great fan of the sport
of hockey, but this movie makes the
violence of the game as a great
mechanism drawing attention to the
games' flaws while also providing some
great laughs.
For the most part, the film centers on
the hi-jinx of a bunch of low-life hockey
players (sort of a North Dallas Forty on
Ice). But, it is the hysterical game
sequences which supply funnier footage
than most sports highlight shows can
offer, especially with the maniacal
presence of the infamous Hansen
Brothers.
For those who do not want their
violence interrupted by comedy...
The Wll17ion: A Coney Island gang
must fight its way back across The City
(yes, I do mean New York City) to get
back to its turf. In the process, they
must do battle with an odd assortment '

of rival gangs best exemplified by the Nancy -- Wrong) ...
Baseball Furies who wear Yankee
Subwbia: This film featured a teenpinstripes along with KISS makeup and age cast which included many runaway
use weighted baseball bats in combat. "punks" living in deserted housing units
Whether the Warriors waste some on the outskirts of the California
Orphans, Lizzies, etc ..., the intensity of suburbs. It is b.asically a docudrama of
the film and its gritty perspective never the everyday happenings in their lives.
fade.
And, although it is revealing, it is not
Assault of Precinct 13: One of John pretty in the least -- a big dose of
Carpenter's early films concerning a sobering reality.
defunct jail holding a dangerous prisoner
And, yes, one feature from the great
in midst of transfer. The jail is savagely genre of sleazy/exploitation flicks ...
attacked by vengeful gang members
Frankenhooker. The plot is obviously
attempting to kill a catatonic man who simple. An overly intelligent, but
attempted to take on the gang. The underachieving guy's girlfriend dies in
unusual alliance of the lone lawman, a freak lawnmower accident where the
would-be Annie Oakley, and the outlaw, head is never found (for it is kept
in the effort to survive against the gang preserved by our hero). So, what else is
onslaught serves to add tension which is there to do but employ his medical and
punctuated by violent explosions.
electrical engineering t;,Uents to assemble
The Driver. At first glance, you may a series of body parts to complement the
be turned off in finding the starring role head. This is done by the most unusual
played by Ryan O'Neal. But, this is shopping spree whereby our hero
arguably his best performance as the induces a dozen hookers to let him
snotty getaway driver who gets into measure their "wares" and induce them
some trouble he wasn't looking for. As to O.D., finally serving as unwilling
it may be readily guessed by the title, a donors providing the much needed spare
great deal of this film is devoted to parts needed for the ultimate creation.
several excellent driving sequences, . It's pretty safe to say that this film is not
probably the best ever done on film. So, the stuff first dates are made of, but the
forget Ryan and just enjoy the ride.
gratuity is broken up by some a
For the person who wishes to sprinkling of funny remarks with the
understand the punk personality a bit conclusion attempting to settle the score
better... (And if you guessed Syd and for the female gender.

ABA Update
by Jennifer A. Heil
ABA Student Representative

Peter George Wagner was born March 1, 1991, ·
at 7:11pm, to proud parents Associate
Professor William Wagner and his wife
Pamela. Peter weighed in at 8 lbs. and 8ozs.
and has two sisters, Clara, age 8 and Cecilia,
age 4.

Hello, and goodbye. This is my last
column as the American Bar Association
Student Representative for our law
school. It has been a great pleasure and
experience serving you as representative
this year.
During February, the students at
Catholic donated many articles of
clothing to the ABA Blanket and Glove
drive. Our SBA also pledged $200.00 for
the purchase of items to benefit those at
"So Others Might Eat" (S.O.M.E.). The

organization sends its appreciation and
Kelly Donovan, First Year Day, has
thanks to all who made donations.
been appointed as the ABA
Also, in February and March, Julie Representative for the 1991-1992
Martin (First Year Day) and John Tenn academic year. She'll be a great asset to
(Second Year Day) represented Catholic our Law School Community in this
University at the ABA Client Counseling capacity, and we wish her a lot of luck.
Competition. They came in first place Congratulations, Kelly, and good luck
on the regional level which enabled (you'll need it!).
them to compete in the National
Competition in Minnesota. We
especially thank Visiting Associate
Professor Ron Collins for all the work,
time, and organization he gave as
moderator/ coach. to the team.
Congratulations on a job well done!

COLUMBUS COMMUNITY LEGAL SERVICES
"The Litigation Clinic" of Columbus School of Law
SUMMER CLERKSHIPS 1991
Four law clerk positions in the law school's general practice clinic will be
available this summer. Position includes monitoring high volume case load;
research; legal writing; client counseling; and varied office responsibilities.
Applicants should be able to start on May 20th. Students who have completed
first or second year are eligible. Salary is $250.00/week for 13 weeks.
Minority students are encouraged to apply.
To apply, send a letter expressing your interest in the position and a resume to:
Diane Weldon, Office Manager
Columbus Coinmunity Legal Services
1713 North Capitol Street, N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20002

Application Deadline: April 4, 1991

A Program of Graduate
Tax Study for Lawyers

MASTER OF LAWS
(GENERAL)
Concentration in Environmental
Law, International Law, Labor
and Employment Law
Further Information may be obtained by writing to: LL.M. Program,
University of San Diego School of
Law, Alcala Park, San Diego, CA
92110 Tel.: 6191260-4596
The Uniwnlly al San Diego doe. nol di&criminale
on the baaill al aex, race, c:olot'. nlligion, age,
nalional origin, ancestry or handicap in M&
policiee and prograrTW; .
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Announcements
by Georgia Niedzielko
LCS Director
Careers in Communications Law:
The Federal Communications Bar
Association will present a panel
discussion on careers in the
Communications field, Wednesday, April
3, 1991, 6:00pm to 8:00pm, at the
National Association of Broadcasters
Building, 1771 North Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. (near the Dupont
Circle Metro). Further information is
available in LCS.
Are You Looking for an Apartment
for the Summer? Are You Trying to
Sublet Your Apartment for the
Summer? The National Association for
Law Placement sponsors the National
Apartment Exchange for law students
looking for apartments in different cities.
The 1991 . Apartment Exchange has
arrived in LCS. You can use it to locate
apartments in other cities or to find
people who are looking for sublets in
Washington, D.C.
The Washington, D.C. Area Legal
Recruiters Association also compiles
information on sublets available in and
around D.C. Contact Georgia
Niedzielko, m LCS, for further
information.
Registration for Bar Examinations:
LCS has information regarding all state
requirements for registration for the Bar
Examination. All graduating students
should consult this information to
ensure that you do not miss your filing
deadline(s).
For your reference, deadlines for the
local jurisdictions are:
District of Columbia - May 23
(applications are usually available by the

middle of April);
Maryland - Two steps are required:
1. Registration, which should have
been completed by January 16 (late
registration, with additional fee, is open
until May 20).
·
2. Petition to sit for exam, due by
July 10.
Pennsylvania - Applications should
have been filed by the second Friday in
March. Applications received by the first
Friday in May will be assessed a late fee
' CLI President Chris Monolidis, Amy Pfeiffer, and boyfriend Steve Long of Raleigh, N.C., at the
of $75.00; applications received before
CLI Student Association happy hour.
Photo by TMC.
the third Friday in May will be assessed
a $150.00 late fee. No applications will
be accepted if received after the third
Friday in May.
Vuginia - Applications must be filed
by May 15. No late applications are
discount off the PMBR original price. In
by Jennifer A. Heil
excepted. Virginia residents must also
other words, if you act now, you still
Third Year Day
may have time to join the ABA and save
file a Character and Residency
Certificate obtained from a judge of the
the extra money (to be used for various
circuit court of the county or city where
graduation
festivities!). To benefit from
Third year day and fourth year night
the applicant resides. Many courts have students: The time of year has come the discount, you must enroll in the
a deadline of April 15 for this when many of us are beginning to think course while still a student.
Certificate.
If you enroll by May 15, 1991, you
about the bar exam -- seriously! In the
If you have questions regarding bar past months and weeks, I have been will receive the Multistate "Flash Card"
examination procedures, or about which giving my official little plugs about set. After May 15, a seat may be
exam to take, please stop by LCS and PMBR and the benefits of taking the available but is not guaranteed.
talk to a staff member.
The course is being offered in
PMBR course. However, upon r~ceiving
Job Updates - We want to thank all unsolicited advice from practicing locations all over the United States so
of you who are stopping in to tell us that attorneys in all areas of our profession, check the brochures or check with me to
you have received job offers. The I began to realize that the PMBR find out if there is a location near you.
market has been tighter this year, but Review course was more than just
Finally, understand that PMBR is
you confirm that there are jobs and that another way for some organization to offered as an intensive supplemental
our students are successful in obtaining take more of my money. I learned that review of the Multistate exam only. It
them.
these attorneys, are actually glad to have serves its purpose in an extraordinary
We update the jobs books as soon as invested their money in this course.
manner, but it is strongly recommended
new position notices are received.
So, for those of you who need to get by everyone with whom I have spoken
Remember to check often. Also, please the scoop on this course, time is of the that this course be taken along with a
stop by to get additional ideas for your essence. Pay attention to the following long-term general bar review.
individual job search - we look forward tidbits of information:
If you have any questions, please do
to speaking with you.
If you are a member of the ABA, not hesitate to contact me. Good luck
which costs $12.50, you receive a $75.00 to all of you taking the bar!

PMBR BAR REVIEW

SUSPECT FREE
The Columbus School of Law
The Catholic University of America
Invites You to Attend
The Brendan Brown Lecture Series

"What Is Our Claim Upon Heath Care Resources?" ·
Dr. Daniel Callahan
March 27, 1991, 4:30pm
Keane Auditorium
Dr. Daniel Callahan is Director and co-founder of The Hastings Center, in Briarcliff Manor,
N.Y. The Center is a research and educational organization founded in 1969 to examine
ethical issues of medicine, biology, and other professions.
Dr. Callahan received his Ph.D. in philosophy from Harvard and has taught at the
University of Pennsylvania, Brown University, the Graduate Theological Union, and Union
Theological Seminary.
Dr. Callahan is an elected member of the Institute of Medicine, National Academy of
Sciences, and is the author or editor of 30 books. He has contributed articles to Daedalus,
Harpers, The Atlantic, The New England Journal of Medicine, the Journal of the American
Medical Association, The New Republic, and other journals.

Reception to Follow

Continued from Page One
Unfortunately, the composite drawing
of the suspect has been removed from
bulletin boards across campus. This
action may give students a false sense of
security. As time passes, few will
remember the suspect's appearance -dangerously lulled in light of his habit of
hanging around. Sources in the D.C.
·Metropolitan Police, Fourth District,
confirmed the suspect's release pending
trial on the CUA attack and the
subsequent sexual assault of a twelveyear-old girl allegedly by the same
person. Nothing further on the suspect's
whereabouts or status pending trial is
being made available at this time.
Once again, your safety ultimately
depends on you. If you are a victim of
any type of crime, report it. If you spot
any suspicious persons or activities,
report them. The proposed Escort
Service for law students is a very
important step towards protecting
ourselves, as there is safety in numbers.
It is up to us to take the initiative in
securing our environment. But as they
say on Hill Street Blues, "Let's be careful
rmt there!"
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FAREWELL TO
FRIENDS
Well, here I am working on my last "official"
JN. The Judicial Notice has been the love of my

life. I never expected this to happen but am very
thankful that it did.
I have never worked on a newspaper or
yearbook before. It was through Carl Garvey that
I joined the staff as Business Manager. This was
something I had a background in and felt
comfortable doing. It is so easy to get lost in all
the stress and anxiety of law school but Carl is
the kind of a man that you are thankful for the
opportunity of meeting. He is one of the most
selfless people I've ever met. l guess I'm telling
you this because I don't think it ha~ be~ said
enough ~d because it was throu¢'1 watching his
commitment to JN that I felt 1t necessary to
become further involved. Although others helped,.
Carl was basically a one man staff. He was JN.
When Carl was getting ready to retire, to a life of
luxury, he needed someone to take over. I finally
acquiesced but begged for him to find someone
else as I did not feel qualified to follow in his
footsteps. I want to thank him very much for the
opportunity as it has changed my life. A strange
thing happens to you when you become Editor of
JN. You don't take over JN, it takes over you. It
gets inside you.
I have truly come to appreciate the purpose
of a newspaper and the First Amendment in so
many ways. Some will say JN is just a newspaper
or why waste your time. You may not think too
often of JN, but you probably would notice if it
disappeared. This newspaper provides not only
information, but a forum of expression for
everyone in the Law School Community. Through
the pages of JN, one can vent whatever your
feelings or concerns may be. To this end, I have
served on the University Media Council to assist
in drafting a Constitution to protect the First
Amendment Rights of the Media on this campus.
l especially thank Dean Ralph Rohner for his
strong commitment to the First Amendment
protection of this paper. We have never been
censored or pressured regarding an article or ad
in any way. It is up to each subsequent staff
though, to ensure that the First Amendment
rights are respected.
The current staff has strived for truth and
balance of reporting with dignity. I know a few of
you were a bit concerned when I took over that
the paper would be used as a personal forum. I
suppose those of you who thought that just don't
know me very well. We are a "market place of
ideas," and we try to cover all sides of an issue.
It is my hope that every staff in the future will
feel this commitment to freedom of speech as our
staff has.
The JN is also a, piece of artwork. I don't
mean to sound snobby; it's just that the pages
you see are carefully crafted by hand and not
through a desktop publishing system. This I believe

allows us to create not only an informative paper
but one that is pleasant to look at.
I believe that the JN has come a long way in
the past two years. The staff devotes a
phenomenal amount of time (away from their
studies) to the paper. For the core staff,
anywhere between 80 - 100 hours is devoted to an
issue (this is per person). It is with great pride,
admiration, and appreciation that I say this.
When you critique the paper, please consider that
it is a core group of three doing the production,
and we can always use more assistance!
I am delighted to announce the JN Editorin-Chief for the ·1991-1992 year is Teresa Poust,
second 'year day. I have hothhig but- praise for
Teri,·and I knc:iw she will take JN to even further
heights than we achieved this year. We are
currently finalizing the new staff so Teri will be
introducing everyone in the next issue. We had 14
new applicants that all appear very qualified and
created a competition for positions. A number of
them have already written stories for this issue
and have been in the office learning production
techniques. The energy I see in them leaves no
doubt in my mind that Teri will have a great staff
and an even better newspaper next year!
I want to especially thank her for all the help
and time she put in this year as part of our
Three Musketeers. I don't know what I would have
done without her, and I will miss her greatly.
To Greg Johnson, what can I say? He has
been a rock for writing, production, and a great
friend. Thank you for staying with me all Sunday
night until 6:00am on Monday to finish the first
few issues before we developed our work style.
Greg has a great gift of expression through his
writing. I hope he continues to share it wherever
he goes.
To Susan, thank you for taking over the
invisible and often thankless job as Advertising
Editor. Susan picked up this job to help a friend
in need. She has been very professional, attracted
new clients to the paper, and has always come
through. Thank you.
.
To Dear Eddy, thank you for sharing your
gift of humor and making us laugh in a somewhat
sterile environment. Don't doubt your ability!
To Tom O'Dea, Joe Morra, Kelly Breuer, and
Michelle Reifsnyder: Thank you for your
friendship, support, and production assistance.
Your being there has made it fun!
To all the Staff Writers: Andrew Baxley,
thank you for always keeping us supplied with
articles. If we have ever needed space filled,
Andrew has been there with an article at our last
minute call for help; Chris Sega, thank you for
sharing your talents and humor. You're not only
funny, but a friend.; Gooch and Tom: Thank you
for sharing your thoughts and for writinl!; a

Continued on Page Twenty-four

Key West Gang Tom O'Dea, Frank Mcintyre, Mike Ray, and Gioia Ligos, working hard over
Spring Break.
Photo by JH.

Dear Eddy,
What does a guy look for first in a
girl?
Signed,
Willie Likeme
Dear Willie,
Two things, but I just can't seem to
put my hands on them right now.
Signed,
M. Murray Gland (aka Eddy)
Dear Eddy,
I've sent out about 200 letters for
summer jobs, and I've gotten about 180
rejections. Where did I go wrong?
Signed,
N.M. Ployed
Dear N.M.,
It all started when you filled out what
is called the "Application for Law
School." But don't worry, summer jobs
only interfere with loan payments and
life plans. I suggest you spend your free
time over the summer becoming the
best burger-flipper Ronald McDonald
has ever seen!!!
Signed,
Ed.

Dear Mr. Permit,
At most schools, no degrees are
required, but to be a "cop" at Catholic,
you need an A.S.S. degree (Associate in
Safety and Security) and a B.U.L.L.
degree (Bachelor of Useless and Lazy
Law enforcement). These, of course,
take years to acquire and are only
Dear Eddy,
What degrees are needed to become obtained by the most ticket-happy of
cops.
a security officer on campus?
Signed,
Signed,
Eddy.
No Valid Permit

Environmental Additions
to the Library
by Madonna Lee Schlecht
First Year Day
The Environmental Law Society is
continually searching for ways to
improv(( environmental offerings at
CUA either through visiting professors,
informative lectures, or additions to the
library. In regards to the latter, we have
received from the CUA library a current
bibliography of what is available. It is
posted on the ELS bulletin board (next
to the Moot Court room) so check it
out!
There are many interesting choices,
such as: Treatise on Environmental Law,
Frank P. Grad, 1973; The Environmental
Reporter, which is an updated service of
recent court decisions and other
publications as a looseleaf service (you

can find it just past the information desk
on your right); an audio-visual tape
Coping with Expanding Environmental
Liabilities, Philadelphia: American Law
Institutes, 1989, which is on reserve;
Careers in Natural Resources and
Environmental Law, Percy R. Luney;
various law school journals/reviews
which specialize in Environmental Law
and online services from Lexis and
Westlaw.
Environmental Law is a growing and
exciting area, and the more students
who use the resources available, the
more justification for ordering additional
works. ELS welcomes any suggestions to
improve on environmental offerings.
New members are always invited to join.
See you Earth Day and remember:
Think Globally, Act Locally!

I·
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Classifieds
To Gloria Jordan: We miss you already!
We hope you are relaxing and maybe
missing us just a bit. Thanks again for
your friendship and all of your help.
Come visit us!!! From your faculty, staff,
and student friends.

Join the World Wildlife Fund, and help
save endangered species around the
world! Contact Joe at 301-881-7436.
SUPPORT THE CUA CHARITY
RUNATHON!!! Pick a runner, any
runner, and write 'em a check for $5.00
(or more!), payable to. The Nature
Conservancy (an environmental group)
or First Nations Financial Project (a
Native American economic assistance
group). MAKE A DIFFERENCE!!!

HAPPY BIRTHDAY MARY REGAN,
WHEREVER YOU ARE!!!
Congratulations to The Bitter Man, for
a stellar performance in the Deans Cup
competition. . .may this sudden jolt of
Happy Birthday, Mona! (It's pretty
happiness be but an aberration in a
shabby to spend THE DAY in
lifelong stream of bitterness.
<;alifQrpia and not in D.C. with us.)

To the Third Year Class: Many thanks
for all your outlines, information, advice,
and good times. You're a tough act to
follow. May you all find good jobs and
be happy.
Love, A Sentimental Fool
Hey First Years -- Do yourselves a
favor ...grab a Second Year and get the
scoop on next year's courses and
professors. . . don't make the same
mistake I did!!!
KEEP FRED BENNETT -- FULL
TIME, TENURED, and TEACHING
TRIAL PRACTICE, EVIDENCE, and
ANYTHING ELSE HE WANTS TO
TEACH!
A CONCERNED STUDElff

And you dare to ask why you see the same
people in the pages of JN?
Pbolo by MR.

~o the f*&$ is Dear Eddy~~?
'

If thou sweareth, or pointeth, then thou
Join the fun. . .Be part of the SBA
must consumeth, or should I say
ROAST!!! April 19th, 7:00pm. See Tom
imbibeth, of barley beverage.
O'Dea (remember him? Tall guy who
used to hang around in the lobby a lot?)
for information.
Who is Airpissbottle, and why 1s he
starring in Gymkata?

Goodbye Tami and Greg. You will be
missed!
Anyone caught licking another's
forehead will be immediately expelled by
order of the Health Department. No
Leroy and Jeff: WHAT WOULD WE
exceptions.
DO WITHOUT YOU????
Spring is here! You know what THAT
means? It means we get to see Scott
Becker in shorts! (Pant, Pant!) (No
pun intended)

Dibba-dibba-dibba-dibba-dibba-dibba!
©You never worry about the future

JLH: What a spot for a pit stop!!!
Hey Big Guy, ever considered Fruit of
the Loom?
Mr. Morra: Can I have your autograph?

All students sporting tattoos are invited
to attend a photo shoot. Contact Biker
Magazine for further details.
Three things to remember: (1) Always
chew your Tums; (2) Never put plastic
in the microwave; and (3) The devil is a
woman! Cert. denied.
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To the Pit Bull From.Baltimore and the
New York Job Market · Hog: We're
gearing up for another seasori of chicken
pitas, smart food, diet c6'.lces, Dave's
pizza, and mind-splitting Study sessions...
May they be as (re)productive as last
time, minus the cigarettes, of course!
Love and smooches, Mr. Optimistic.
"Who's the new boy in the bed?"

The Used to be Monday Night, now on
Wednesday Night, but Haven't Met in
Awhile Drinking Club. • . Let's gel
together. Time's running out.

Dear GL,
You left so quickly that evening that
I didn't have a chance to ask you face to
face. My senior prom is coming up soon.
..would you do me the honor of being
my date? I'll even buy you a wrist
Need a career? Spend summers in Key corsage and a bottle of Cold Duck, and
West, pourmg pitchers of ice-water on borrow my parents' car. Write soon.
strategically located body parts. It
Love, Shane
doesn't pay much, but there ARE fringe
benefits! Contact Curious George for
Sign, sign, everywhere a sign!
further details.

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW
ENERGY
SEMINAR

Editor's Note: Listed below are names of
family and friends of members of our
Law School Community who are serving
in the Gulf. We ask that you take a
moment to remember them. If you have
someone who you would like to include,
by Jennifer Curtin
prospects for survival.
please drop us a note with their name and
ELS President
Also discussed was the necessity of
division. We will continue to run this
opening the Arctic National Wildlife
Sergeant Peter Lutz,
column and keep them in our thoughts
On February 27, the Environmental Refuge for gas and oil drilling,
Armour Division.
and prayers until they all come home.
Law
Society hosted a seminar entitled alternative fuels, and pollution trading.
Brother of Bill Lutz.
Upon their return to the United States,
"In Pursuit of a National Energy
Because these issue seminars are an
please contact us so we may announce
Strategy."
On
hand
to
present
their
attempt
to supplement the
First Lt. Jim O'Dea, Army Corps of
their arrival.
views
were
Lee
Forestl
of
the
House
Environmental
Law curriculum and
Engineers. Cousin of Tom O'Dea.
Interior Committee, Bill Torgerson of inform students about environmental
WELCOME HOME
Chief Warrant Officer John Bell, lOlst Pepco, and Larry Somers of Arco. topics of interest, please feel free to give
Airborne, U.S. Army. Cousin of Presenters discussed the proposed Bush your suggestions for future offerings to
Major Richard Naumann, 157th
Martha Pellegrini, Third Year energy plan and commented on its Environmental Law Society members.
Tactical Fighter Squadron (F-16A
Evening.
!--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.....,
fighter pilot). Uncle of Amy Pfeiffer,
Third Year Day. (Returned to U.S. Chief Warrant Officer Robin Bell, lOlst
March 12, 1991.)
Airborne, U.S. Army. Cousin of
Martha Pellegrini, Third Year
Todd Pernell, SPEC4 in the Army. HalfEvening.
brother of Jeff Moore, Custodian.
Petty Officer Wendell J. Reid, Navy (Returned to U.S. in first group.)
USS Peugeot. Brother of KD Reid,
Security Officer.
STILL IN THE GULF
Navigator George Macchia, US Air
Force. Cousin of Regina Michaels,
Captain Troy Cooper, 82nd Airborne.
Second Year Day.
Sergeant David Pernell, Navy. HalfLCDR Mike French, Naval Flight
brother of Jeff Moore, Custodian.
Officer in Viking Squadron 24 (USS
Theodore Roosevelt). Husband of
Cpl. Edward J. Miller, USMC. Brother
Loree French, Third Year Day.
of Amy Miller, Third Year Day.

Earth
Day is
Coining!

__..
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OPINION PAGE
"May I Have A Reservation, Please?"
An open letter to Dean Rohner and all
others responsible for the scheduling of ·
Trial Advocacy:
After reading Dean ' Rohner's
responses to queries concerning the
availability of Trial Advocacy courses for
the upcoming academic year, I feel
compelled (as well as prompted by
several classmates) to express my own
concerns regarding the relative lack of
definite answers rendered in this matter,
Now, let's be honest for just one
minute. Second year students interested
in taking the Trial Advocacy course
(especially the full-year course) are very
concerned about being shut out due to
over-enrollment. We do not wish to hear
about enrollment patterns or the
School's ongoing concern in providing
for student's needs. What we want is ·
definite confirmation that sufficient slots
will be available and confirmed for those
wishing to be placed therein. If this
requires the need for advance
questionnaires, sign-up lists,
"reservations," or whatever else is
necessary in order to make remedy this
situation, so be it.

You see, some of us actually believe up to you to take timely precautions to
that such a course is one of the most ensure that some actual responsiveness
practical and necessary types of to students' needs are met. Most of all,
instruction for those of us wishing to we do not want to hear platitudes now
become trial attorneys. So, the one thing or excuses later.
we do not want to hear is: "Gee, we're
A couple of parting shots prompted
sorry you were bumped. The enrollment by no one except myself still remain
was far greater . than expected, and we which should be addressed. I want to
were unable to provide for all those inquire why a law school such as
wishing to enroll."
Catholic has not offered a singl,e course
This is not alarmist talk. After the in Product Liability or Insurance Law
fact explanations have seem to become over the course of the past academic
commonplace around this school as of year. Courses such as these are
late, i.e., BLT grading policy, locker commonplace at most other law schools
cleanout, tuition increases. . Am I of Catholic's caliber.
getting through to you just yet? Just for
Secondly, I am not so very concerned
once, I want to hear something near the with public policy that every course
equivalent of: "Yes, Mr. Elkind, your offered must have the rejoinder" ...and
reservation for Trial Advocacy is Public Policy." At this time, I feel it is
confirmed with the instructor of your more prudent that an education in
choice rather than that unpredictable substantive law is far more preferable.
Professor TBA. Please enjoy your This was my main motivation for
course."
applying to a School of Law and not a
Although all of this may seem a bit School of Public Policy. By the way,
overbearing, I really want to make when was the last time you met a
myself abundantly clear. I want to be practicing public policy attorney?
enrolled in the full-year Trial Advocacy
Scott Elkind
course as well as many others. It is now
Second Year Day
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HOT TIPS FROM HONOLULU
Dear Third Year Class:
I just wanted you all to know how
much I miss you; and to wish you all the
best of luck on this your LAST
semester!
This letter also has two other

purposes.
First, I would like to thank everyone
at CUA who helped me to be able to
transfer over here. Thanks to Father
O'Brien and Professor Nell Newton -I'm sure Hawaii wouldn't have accepted

Donning the festive Mardi Gras wig, Mark Mulligan joins J en Heil and Tami McNulty in the
revelry of the evening.
Photo by Unknown Soldier's Home resldenL

me without their .recommendations!
Thank you also to my advisor
Professor Kaplin. Yes, somehow this all
worked out! Thank you to Betsy, for all
your help. And a very special thanks to
Dean Garcia, who was somehow able to
work with myself, the University of
Hawaii, and a mail system that was
taking four weeks to deliver mail, to
transfer Hawaii grades to CUA in time
for them to be processed and allow me
to take the February bar. I truly
appreciate all her efforts!
Second, I promised I would tell you
all, as official class guinea pig, what the
bar was like. My advice would have to
be -- realize that the bar is as much a
physical as a mental challenge, and
prepare accordingly. Plan a liveable
schedule. Give yourself time to sleep
and exercise, as well as study. Eat right.
Think about a vitamin supplement. But
do NOT overdo vitamins. Fat soluble
vitamins are toxic if too high a dose is
taken. Go to each bar review lecture,
and make a 1-2 page mnemonic of each
element of each topic covered and begin
to memorize it. You must know these
elements to pass the bar. Last, believe in
yourself! All of us came this far -- and
we can do it!
All my best,
Cynthia Schuckenbruck
P.S. I'll know my bar results at the end
of April. If I didn't make it, perhaps you
should ignore the above?!

Gregory J. Johnson, Teri E. Poust, Anne
Woodworth, Michael Gallucci, Rachel Gold,
Kristen Lefevre, Dave Mills, Scott Elkind, Jill
Hoexter, Greg Asciolla, Farida Moreau,
Jennifer Heil, and Thomas O'Dea
Contributms
Michael Flannery, Chris Sega, Andrew
Baxley, Joan Vorrasi, Monica Rohner,
Georgia A. Niedzielko, Ellen M. Scully, Leah
Wortham, John Lord, and members of The
Journal of Contemporary Health Law and

Policy
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Law School Community
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First Annual CUA Law Charity
Run-a-thon Is Underway!
by Greg Johnson
Although the Fritzbe's lOK roadrace
is not until April 21st, the First Annual
CUA Law Charity Runathon is off and
running! Organized by second year day
student Joe Morra, the race has been
designated as a mini-fundraiser for two
non-profit organizations which are in
need of support.
The race will be run by more than a
dozen CUA law students who will be
running for dollars. The charity runners
will be soliciting student, faculty, and
administrative sponsorship for The
Nature Conservancy and the First
Nations Financial Project. The ir.inimum
pledge will be $.50 per kilometer (a total
of $5.00 for completing the race), and all
contributions will be collected prior to
running the race on April 21st.
"I've always believed that if you're not
part of the solution, then you're part of
the problem -- so this is our chance to
be part of the solution," stated Joe
Morra, coordinator of the charity
runners. "We're trying to make this as
simple and painless as possible," he
added. "Rather than hassle with keeping
track of cash, we decided to accept

contributions only by checks made
payable directly to the two organizations.
We are going to collect the contributions
in advance of the race to prevent the
runners from having to track all their
sponsors down just before final exams
kick in."
Sponsors have the choice of
supporting environmental work or
contributing to a Native American
economic assistance program. The
Nature Conservancy is dedicated to the
preservation of plants, animals, and
natural communities that represent the
diversity of life on Earth. The
organization works to protect the lands
and waters needed for the survival of
these unique environments. First Nations
Financial Project assists Native
American tribes in gaining control over
reservation economies by examining
tribal needs, locating available resources,
and developing approaches to individual
tribal economic needs.
Both organizations are non-profit,
and all contributions will be tax
deductible. Because all of the charity
runners are seasoned runners, they will
all finish the race (even if they have to
crawl!). The runners range from the
just-for-fun-and-fitness types to the

Mirror of Justice
Continued from Page One
working with others, meeting challenges,
and monitoring professional progress.
Moreover, they provide panel
discussions with leading trial attorneys
that feature the highest concepts of
ethical and professional responsibility.
Professor Lester has also participated in
Associate Professor Barracato's Trial
Advocacy Program at Catholic
University, which also encompasses
sensitivity to the ethical diversions of
trial practice. Professor Lester suggests
that when formulating a solution to an
ethical or professional obstacle while
studying or practicing law one may "call
on a senior person you know, perhaps a

Charity runners, from left to right, Amy Pfeifl'er, Keith Stephens, Brian Hourihan, Bob Burke,
Joe Van Heest, Jennifer Curtin, Chris "Speedster" Mattingly, and Joe Mo.,._,..
Pholo by MR.

marathoners.
In addition to the runners pictured,
Bill Ward (third year day), Ken Corsello
(second year day), Gina Cioffi (first year
day), Kristen Rodgers (second year day),
Amy Fracassini (second year day),
Ralph Randazzo (first year day), Sue
Butler (second year day), Sue Barlocher
(second year day), Eileen Gallagher
(third year day), and John Reese
(second year day) have ~xpressed an

interest in running for dollars. Anyone
can run in the race, and all are
encouraged to sponsor as many runners
as they can. Entry forms can be
obtained by contacting Joe Morra at
301-881-7436.
"Our goal is to raise a billion, trillion
dollars, with 100% participation by
students, faculty, and administrators,"
said Morra. "If we fall short of it, any
amount raised is a good amount."

ANOTE .v

OF THANKS

professor and ask their advice."
Professor Lester has numerous
memorable moments in his legal career Dear friends,
last year and the third year students who
ranging from practice before the U.S.
Just a quick note of thanks for had the MPRE the following day.
Supreme Court to winning a two million coming out to Blues Alley on the 14th. Special thanks to Karen for the flowers,
dollar judgment in a breach of contract I hope to do it again next fall, so save and to the Fear & Loathing in Key West
case. However, his greatest memories as your money (I know, I know, even the Gang for the champagne.
an attorney are "those unique domestic beers are $5.00 a bottle!!!).
Joe Morra
opportunities that transcend the legal, Thanks to the repeat customers from
Second Year Day
when someone comes to you as a last
resort seeking help and guidance and
you assist them in successfully changing
their lives."
P.A.D. ANNOUNCES ITS ANNUAL
The Guild of Catholic Lawyers
CONGRESSIONAL - JUDICIAL RECEPTION
extends its gratitude to Professor Lester
for representing it as this year's Mirror
of Justice.
April 9, 1991,

- 6:00pm to 8:00pm
LERNER LAW BOOK CO., INC. 111 MASSACHUSETIS AVE., N.W. 20001 TIA

DISCOUNT LAW BOOKS
Why pay full price and wait in long lines.
CALL NOW FOR THE LOWEST PRICES
IN THE COUNTRY-- 1800 253-1594

First Floor Foyer, Rayburn House Office Building
Sponsored by:

Former U.S. Supreme Court Chief Justice Warren E. Burger
U.S. Senator Dan Nickles
U.S. Senator John Breaux
U.S. Representative Jamie L. Whitten
U.S. Representative Charles H. Taylor
Former U.S. Court of Appeals Chief Judge
Howard T. Markey
National Capitol Alumni of P.A.D.
· $15.00 per person. $20.00 per person at the door.

If interested, checks should be made out to Steve Greber

and given to Beth Ciardiello, Second Year Day,
before April 6th.
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L AW REVIEW NOTE S
by Kathleen Kirby
Executive Editor

conflicting pressures facing corporations
that want to voluntarily disclose
information to agencies to receive more
favorable treatment, yet do not want to
surrender internally generated materials.
In his article, Voluntary Disclosures to

Good news for Catholic University
and the Law Review. .. two articles from
our last issue were cited in the National
Law Journal as "Worth Reading."
Congratulations to Warwick Carter '91,
whose Note entitled Pendant Party

Federal Agencies -- Their Impact on the
Ability of Corporations to Protect from
Discovery Materials Developed During the
Course of Internal Investigations, Porter

advocates the use of the attorney - client
and the work product privileges to
Jurisdiction Under the Federal Tort protect materials from being disclosed to
Claims Act received National parties other than the agency in
recognition! Also noted was Irwin question.
Kramer's lead piece, The Birth of Privacy
Professor Ivan Preston, who has
Law: A Century Since Wa"en and published numerous articles on
Brandeis.
·
advertising law, proposes an augmented
Congratulations to those students definition of deceptiveness to encompass
who decided to tackle the Law Review both the legal concepts regarding
Writing Competition! While you were advertising and consumer behavior. His
struggling to perfect your submission, article, entitled The Definition of
the present staff was hard at work Deceptiveness in Advertising and Other
maintaining the Law Review's tradition Commercial Speech, surveys a number
of excellence (not many of us are of decisions, particularly Federal Trade
showing off our tans either). Volume 39 Commission decisions, and concludes
Number 4 is set to roll off the presses · that decision makers should consider
any day now and is literally chocked full more "extrinsic evidence" such as the
of "must reads."
consumer's actual perceptions in
First, Professor Edward Damich of determining whether a particular
the George Mason University School of advertising practice is deceptive.
Law delves into the area of copyright in Professor Preston is a faculty member at
The Visual Artists Rights Act of 1990: the University of Wisconsin - Madison.
Toward a System of Moral Rights
The Law Review's latest issue proudly
Protection of Visual Art. Professor features six outstanding student pieces.
Damich offers an interesting analysis Heading the lineup is Carol Toth's
and critique of the Visual Artists Rights Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Railroad v.
Act passed in December of 1990, and Railway Labor Executives' Association-proposes his
own model for The Movement to a Competitive Railroad
comprehensive federal moral rights Industry, which garnered first place
protection of visual art.
laurels in the 1990 John H. Fanning
Next, Richard Porter, a partner with Labor Law Writing Competition.
Steptoe & Johnson, deals with the Congratulations Carol! Carol's Note

examines the United States Supreme The Stork and the Wall: The
Court's holding that when a railroad Establishment Clause and Statutory
company goes out of business and sells Abortion Regulation, John asserts that
its assets, under certain circumstances it many anti-abortion statutes are based on
has no duty to bargain with its union religious beliefs rather than on a secular
employees over the sale. Carol addresses purpose.
Rounding out the field of Comments
whether other statutes regarding the
relationship between railroad is Shannon Renchard's Snares, Snags,
management and union employees and Spring Guns: Injunctive Relief in Preshould be amended to enable railroads award Bid Protests for Violations of
to function effectively in a competitive Conflict of Interest Statutes. The title
alone should spark your curiosity!
transportation market.
Adam Mycyk's contribution is Shannon analyzes the injunctive relief
entitled, United States Fair Employment available for violations of conflict of
Law in the Transnational Employment interest statutes in government
Arena: The Case for Extraterritorial contracting and concludes that Congress
Application of Title VII of the Civil requires courts to- enforce conflict of
Rights Act of 1964. In this Comment, interest statutes by preventing the award
Adam takes a look at whether U.S. of "tainted" contracts:
Finally, Jeff L'Hote has crafted an
corporations may evade Title VII by
establishing their operations within a artful piece on a recent United States
foreign country.
Supreme Court case addressing Miranda
Next, Martin Kirkwood comments on rights. In his Note, Duck:Worth v. Eagan:
the impact of the deregulation of the A Semantical Debate or the Continuing
natural gas industry on consumers. In Debasement of Miranda?, Jeff questions
his cleverly titled piece, Distributor whether ambiguously worded Miranda
Bypass in the Deregulated National Gas warnings comply with Miranda. After
Industry -- Are Consumers Being Left in determining that they do not, Jeff urges
the Cold?, Martin argues that the the Court to either establish a consistent
Federal Energy Regulatory warning or jettison the entire
Commission's rush to deregulate the requirement.
While these authors should be
natural gas industry has neglected
statutorily required consumer protection recognized, so should the entire Law
measures and that states should be able Review staff, which worked even harder
to play a larger role in this interstate than usual to perfect these pieces.
issue. Martin's piece is particularly Thanks to each of you.
timely given the issuance of the National
Remember, copies of the Law Review
are free to CUA law students -- look for
Energy Strategy.
John Cummings has written a our table in the Leahy Lobby, or stop by
thoughtful piece suggesting that the Room 1 (we'll even provide you with
abortion debate should be moved from back issues if we have them on hand).
the arena of privacy rights to the arena Don't ignore this opportunity to start
of the establishment clause. In The State, building your library!
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MEl10RANDUM

TO:

Law School Community ~

FROM:

Ralph J. Rohner, Dean

IRE:

Smoking Policy

DATE:

March 18, 1991

mool Court Board

:J/ie Catfwfi~

UiiverJily o/ Anwrica

cork/~ irzvile you lo allend

:Jfw

4 I ~l

Amua/ Sutfwr/muf Cup ::biluwr. ::bruue
Saturda,J, April 6,

The purpose of this memorandum is to announce to all
~ersonnel of the Law School Community that, effective March 25
the lobby and lobby lounge (carpeted area of main lobby) of
Leahy Hall will officially be designated as a NO SMOKING area.

:Jfw Co£nial Room

:l!w m<UJ/£wer .JJotel

This designation is in response to the legitimate
concerns expressed by members of our student body, faculty and
staff and is consistent with pertinent University guidance and
policy.
·
~s in the past, I ask your cooperation in implementing
this policy; I would much prefer voluntary compliance,
reinforced with peer pressure, than other enforcement
techniques.

f 99 f

1127 Conneclicul -4ve1tue,

WaJhinglo1i,

:J:>. C.

nw

20036

Cocklai~

::Dinner
8:00 p.m.

7:00 p.m.
RJR/gc

$30.00

per perJotl
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Black And White
in the room don't know me unless that
Continued from Page Seventeen
securing?" I do agree with you to a is the policy across the board point. It is about time that Security take applicable to White as well as Black. If
the job of assuring our safety more CUA is going to have a policy of
seriously. However, there was a lot rigorously attacking the presence of
wrong with the way Security handled the unfamiliar Blacks that exams are going
situation. First of all, if CUA had strictly to be interrupted to verify information
enforced security measures whereby one (with no reason to believe that the
had to show student identification to get person is doing anything wrong), then as
into campus buildings if you were a Black, tuition-paying CUA student, I
unfamiliar to Security Guards, then expect such policies to apply to
Security's actions toward my friend may unfamiliar Whites as well. On second
be better understood. If, under such thought, what I really expect is for
circumstances, my friend were found Security to exercise a bit more tact and
walking around a campus building discretion in the way they treat ALL
without a student ID then maybe a people - Black and White. If assuring
more aggressive attempt to ascertain his the safety of CUA students is the
purpose would have been acceptable. ultimate goal, then unfamiliarity should
But, we all know that no such security raise the caution flag, not the color of a
measures are in place at Catholic. There person's skin.
are always unfamiliar people (both
My friend was angry and deeply hurt
Black and White) roaming around in after having been treated so poorly by
Leahy. They are students who attend his Alma Mater. CUA's handling of this
other schools. They are non-students situation was deplorable, and I can only
doing research or studying for various hope that his alumni contributions (or
professional exams. I have never seen lack thereof) adequately reflect the
any of them treated the way that my degree of humiliation that he was made
friend was treated. The bottom line is , to feel.
that my friend was so indignantly treated
not because he was unfamiliar but Editor's Note: It is deplorable that this
because he is Black. Here is a news event ever occu"ed. Thank you for
flash for you - All Blacks are not drug sharing this infonnation, and we hope the
dealers, thieves, or murderers. appropriate parties, Deans of the Law
Furthermore, it is unacceptable to treat School, Security, and the University, were
us as though we are just because we are infonned of this incident. Although we
unfamiliar to you. When I walk into a face an increasing need for security on
room, I don't expect to be hauled away this campus (which we don't often
to have my name, rank, and serial receive) it must be a consistent policy for
number verified just because the people every one.

PERFORMANCE EXAM WORKSHOP
FOR THE CALIFORNIA BOUND
Saturday, April 6th
1pm-4pm
Georgetown Law Center, Rm 201
Don't wait until the summer to uncover the
mystery of the performance part of the
California Bar Exam.

NEW YORK
CPLR REVIEW
with Prof Arthur Miller
Sunday. April 14th
1oam-4pm
Georgetown Law Center
New Jersey Avenue.NW
2nd Floor. use 2nd Street Entrance
600

BAR REVIEW

1909 K Street.NW 2~2/833-3080

Health Law Journal
Prepares for
Volume VIII
by Patrick T. Clendenen
Student Editor-in-Chief
Volume VII

The Journal of Contemporary Health
Law and Policy is a legal periodical
which provides a forum for students and
professional men and women who
contribute significantly to legal, medical,
and ethical scholarship. Articles, Notes,
and Comments have traditionally
Current Editor Patrick Clendenen, Taz, and
covered areas associated with modern
new Editor Stephen Kenney.
Photo by TMC.
health care, bioethics, environmental
law, and medical practice. As the end of Abuse: Perceptions on Tolling the Statute
the semester draws near, publication of of Limitations.
Volume VII is in the final stage.
The following paper has been
The Editorial Board of Volume VII recommended by the Board to the
is pleased to announce that the following Faculty Editor-in-Chief for publication
student-written articles have been as a lead article or es!lay:
selected for publication in Volume VIII:
Michael Flannery, Court Ordered
David Donohue, Clovis Unified Prenatal Intervention: A Final Means to
School District v. Office of the End of Gestational 'Substance Abuse.
The Journal is proud to announceAdministrative Hearings: Restricting
''Related Services" Under the Education that Stephen V. Kenney, second year
day, has been selected Student EditorFor All Handicapped Children Act;
Amy Fracassini, The Regulation of in-Chief for Volume VIII. Steve received
Spenn Banks: A Cry for Prophylactic an AB. from Boston College and an
M.BA. from Fordham University. He
Measures;
Stephen Kenney, Criminalizing HW worked in the finance and investment
Transmission: Lessons From History and business for several years before coming
to the Columbus School of Law and will
a Model for the Future;
Ralph Lewis, The Emerging Effects of join the law firm of Keller and Heckman
the Drug Price Competition and Patent as a summer associate.
Selection of'the Editorial Board for
Tenn Extension Act of 1984;
Nicole Montalto, Mandatory A"est: Volume VIII will take place this week.
The District of Columbia's Prevention of Soon after, the Board will prepare the
Domestic Violence Am.endment Act of materials for the 1991 student writing
competition. Further information
1990;
Cheralyn Schessler, Update: regarding Journal selection by academic
Utilization Review Effectiveness -- Cost invitation, faculty recommendation, or
the writing competition will be included
Containment and Liability Implications;
Kristin Rodgers, Childhood Sexual in the next issue of JN.

llKETHE
SlllTllVE
• We offer one-day, doorto-door moving services
to 12 states, seven days
a week.
• We are a professionally
licensed and fully insured
carrier.
• We have successfully moved
hundreds of law, medical,
MBA, and PhD graduates.
• We can bill your new
employer in many cases.
• We can store your housetiold
goods if you don't want
immediate delivery.
Call us for a free estimate. In Northern Virginia, 703 849-1888. And in
Charlottesville, 804 977-2705.

SilJl)l:Ni
SIE l~\'IC:IES
Moving Company

ICC MC# 154670
sec HG# 169
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Phi Alpha Delta's
LRE ·Program
by Beth Ciardiello
Second Year Day
The Cardozo chapter of Phi Alpha
Delta, here at Catholic University, has
become actively involved in a nationwide law-related education program this
'
.
semester.
The LRE program ts
sponsored by the Office of Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention and
is designed to help reduce youth
delinquency and crime. Phi Alpha Delta
International has published manuals to
train law students to go into the
classrooms of high schools and junior
high schools to teach the students about
the legal ramifications of drug use and
possession.
As we are all particularly aware, the
problem of illegal drug use is a severe
one in our country and in our own
backyard as well. A recent governmental
study indicates that illegal drug use costs
the nation $60 billion annually in lost
wages, treatment programs, law
enforcement, and other criminal justice
expenses. Drug abuse by young people
has escalated to the point where within
one generation, there has been a tenfold increase in substance use. PAD's
program is intended to help curb the
demand for drugs. Studies have shown
that drug education produces a
significant change in young people's
attitudes towards drugs. The program
informs students about th,e legal and
social consequences of drug and alcohol
abuse. Law students will assist high

school and junior high school students in
developing skills needed to identify their
·own attitudes, values, and expectations,
and to better estimate the risk of
personal drug/alcohol use.
On Friday, March 15th, PAD sent
two of its · members into the Virginia
school system for the first time. Tony
Fernandez and Ralph Randazzo taught
the first of six "lessons" to two classes of
seniors at Bishop O'Connell High
School in Arlington, Va. The high
schoolers' response to the program was
very encouraging. Ralph and Tony
enjoyed the experience as well, feeling
that they did more than just preach to
the students that drugs are bad. Instead,
they educated them about the applicable
Virginia law and their rights under it.
We look forward to sending more
PAD members to educate these high
school students in the weeks ahead. The
final presentation will involve a mock
trial, at which the students can apply
previously learned information on
Virginia state drug laws, DWI laws, and
drug/alcohol penalties, while
participating as jurors.
Tony Fernandez was instrumental in
arranging the implementation of the
LRE program at Bishop O'Connell. If
anyone has a contact at a high school or
junior high school in the Washington
Metropolitan area that would potentially
be interested in this program, please let
me know. Hopefully by next year we can
extend our services to several schools in
the area.

"A TASTE OF POLAND"
Come join us to learn about the Study Abroad Progrnm in Poland!

Associate Professor Robert Destro, William Miller, Minister Nikolai Fedorov, Sam Ericsson, Lynn
Buzzard and Valeri Chibesenkov.

BACK IN THE U.S.S.R.
by Linda Merlino
First Year Day
Associate Professor Robert Destro,
hoping to establish an exchange program
with the Soviet Union, recently hosted a
dinner on Thursday, May 5, 1991, at the
Army & Navy Club in downtown
Washington, D.C., honoring Nikolai
Fedorov, the Minister of Justice of the
Russian Republic, an,d his delegation.
Minister Fedorov, only 33 years old,
is a rising star in the opposition to
Mikhail Gorbachev'scurrent government
and is associated with the Boris Yeltsin
supporters. Fedorov is the author of the
Soviet Union's and Russian Republic's
Freedom of Religion Laws and is also
author of the Soviet Union's Freedom of
the Press Laws.
Professor Destro met Minister
Fedorov during a recent trip to Moscow
in January, 1991. Destro had been asked
to travel to the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics, as an expert in the areas of
First Amendment and religious
discrimination law, along with two
representatives from the Christian Legal
Society and the Institute of R eligion and
Democracy. The group, while in the
Soviet Union, met with many other
dignitaries, including the Chief Justice of
the Russian Republic and the Human
Rights Committee of the Supreme
Soviet.
Professor D estro began the
preliminary work for an exchange
program by making the necessary

"54 DAYS

contacts with the 33 law schools of the
Russian Republic. Destro commented
upon his return to the United States that
a foundation has now been laid for "a
future exchange of students, professors,
alumni, [and] any [other] kind of expert
in this area of law." Professor Destro,
Director of the Law School's Law and
Religion Program, said, "this is a part of
a much larger project, it fits nicely with
the Comparative and International Law
Program."
The advantage of an exchange like
this is that students and professors alike,
will be provided with limitless,
educational opportunities. The possibility
of enriching the Law School curriculum
and edifying students in this area of law
is equally exciting. There are numerous,
invaluable benefits to be gained by
sharing with Russian experts in this field
of law.
The dinner was sponsored by The
Catholic University of America,
Columbus School of Law, the Institute
for Religious Democracy, the Christian
Legal Society, and the Knights of
Columbus.
Guests in attendance at the dinner
included a fairly substantial group of
distinguished judges and
Congresspersons. U.S. Deputy Attorney
General William Barr, Former U.S.
Supreme Court nominee Judge Robert
Bork, . U.S. Court of Appeals Judge
James Buckley, and Representative
Christopher Smith (R-NJ) were a few of
the attendees.

TO GRADUATION PARTY"
BOTTOM LINE
1716 Eye Street, N.W.
Farragut North Metro

Wednesday, Tl March 1991
5:30 p.m.
following the Brendan Brown lecture
~:

April 3, 1991
8:00pm - ???
$5.00 Cover

Student Library
Basement of Keane

Professor Ludwikowski will be on hand to talk about his recent trip to Poland and plans for
the Study Abroad Program that the Columbus School or Law will sponsor in Cracow during
the months or June and July. Information about this program and registration materials will
be available.

Includes CUA Law souvenir cups, DJ, and Raffle prizes
$1.50 for Rolling Rock and drafts

Free Polish beer will be provided)

Presented by your Graduation Committee

WITAMY!
(All welcome • Law and Graduate

Student~)

---- ------ ----------
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BARRISTER'S
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COURSE EVALUATION SUMMARY
PUll-Tilne Paailty
PALL 1990

RESPONSE

Bennett/'l'rial Practice, Sec. l

14/l?

R,

I,

J.

J, Garvey/Estates I, Sec, 3

54/40

•

••

•••

Granfield/Crim. Law, A

79/13

4.6

Granfield/Jurisprudence

9/9

6.0

Hartley/Pederal Courts

24/23

6.3

5.8

Hartley/Labor Law

39/37

6.4

5.7

6.3

4,9

5,1

Noone/Renediea, Sec. 2

4 .7

5.0

Noaietrorta,

6.0

6.3

O'Brien/Estates 1, Sec, 2

6,0

6.3

O'Brien/Estates I, N

49/41

6.7

6.4

6.6

6.3

6.4

Perlmutter/Corporations, Sec. 3

70/66

5.9

5,7

6.1

4.8

c

55/47

5,4

5,5

5.6

69/ll

4.6

s.o

4.8

62/62

6 .1

5.9

6 .1

Bennett/Trial Practiae, Sac. 2_ -

7/1

6.4

6.4

6,0

Judson/Ped. Inc. Tax, Sec. I

64/56

J,5

3,9

4.0

Perll!IJt ter/COrporations, N

34/26

5.5

5.3

5.4

Bennett/'l'rial Practice, Sec. 3

16/12

6 .5

6 .6

6 .7

Kahn/Antitrust

29/20

4.0

4.2

4.1

Simorv'COrporate Tax

23/22

6.0

5.8

6.2

Bennett/Evidence (N l

52/U

6,0

5.6

5.9

Lennan/Contracts,

73/68

6.3

6.0

6.4

Simon/hderal Inoane Taxation, Sec. 3

67/44

6.9

6.3

6.8

BlO<lllfield/Rillt .~. Law to 1860

20/19

6.0

5.9

6,1

Lester/Corporation, Sec. 2

70/59

6.7

6.5

6,8

Snith/Propert.y

Year Long Cou rae

Clark/l'air -1C7j11181lt

16/ll

6.6

6.6

6,6

Lester/Remedies, Sec. I

60/51

6.3

6.1

6.4

Snith/Law, Science• Hed,(Bioethics semr)

25/24

6.2

6,3

6.3

Clark/Labor Law

26/22

5 .6

5. 7

5 .6

Liptorv'Corporations, Sec. 2

70/63

6.0

5,9

6.0

Snith/Health Law (Law• Medicine)

35/35

6.l

6.3

6.2

Collins/Contracts,N

73/65

6.2

5,9

6.1

Lipton/sec. Reg.: IHuance

30/25

5,9

5.8

6,0

wagner/Pamily Law

48/4 3

s.o

4. 9

5 .1

COllins/COntracts,2

72/64

5,7

5,6

5,7

Lord/Agency-l'artnership

37/33

5,9

5,6

5,8

Wagner/contracts, 3

73/13

6 .6

6.2

6 .6

Destro/Conflict of Laws

42/32

5.4

5.2

5,7

Marcin/Legal Proce88

28/17

6.0

5.5

6.1

Wllite/Land use Planning

18/12

4.8

5.2

4.9

Deatro/Prof. Reep,, Sec. l

64/49

4.5

4,3

4.6

Harcirv'Civil ProoedJre, B

73/13

6.1

5,7

6,3

Waite/Lard Trana.• Pinanc:e

24/16

3.3

3.8

3. 7

PiahlMn/Adm. of Cri, J11StiC111 (D)

9/8

6,6

6.6

6.8

Harcirv'Civil

75/ll

6.2

5.8

6.4

wortham/Prof. Reep,,9ec, 2

70/65

5.9

5.7

6.0

Pialvnarv'Crlminal Law (N)

64/59

4.3

4 .5

4 .6

Mdlougall/Public Policy Researcta 6/5

5 .6

5 .8

5 .8

zuckmantrorts, B

74/65

5.2

5.6

5,3

POX/Civ. Pro, A

72/71

6 .8

6 .4

6, 7

McDougall/Law • Public Policy

26/23

4.6

4.5

4.9

POll/Civ, Pro, c

70/72

6,6

6.1

6,6

Miles/Camiercial Trana.

47/37

6.2

5.6

6.2

Miles/sales

25/23

6.3

6.3

6.2

•nie instructor's overall perforJMnoe oanpares with the overall
perforJMnce of other law sc:ll>ol instru:::tors students have had

Mintz/Appellate Advocacy

10/9

5.1

5,7

5,4

••overall evaluation of the course

5. 3 MintZ/5afety/llealth workplaae

36/7

6.9

6.9

7,0

••"Ove~ll

POx/Int' l aia, Tran&,
G. Garvey/Constitutional !.aw

Year long <nHse

J. Garvey/!statea I, Sec. I

61/47

5 .l

5 ,0

P~re,

N

evaluation of the instru::: tor

Part-Time Fawlty
Pall 1990
Davenport/Ped. Inc. Tax, Sec.2

50/43

4.8

4.7

4.9

Mancini/Immigration •Nationality Law (D)

No Response

Fair/Appellate AdvO!Caey (N)

18/18

6.7

6.7

6.7

Hasorv"l'rial Prac. N-1

11/ll

6.2

6.6

6.6

Sh118t/Juvenlle Law (N)

35/19

5,3

5.3

5,5

Feeney/Ped. Tax of wealth Transfers (N) 12/11

5.2

5.3

5,2

Morrie/Adv, crim, Proc. (N)

14/12

6.7

6,7

6.8

Silva/l'CC Prac. • Proc.

15/14

6.4

6.2

6.5

Simson/Entertainment Law (0)

23/15

4.6

4.7

5.1

49/27

4.8

4.9

5,0

5.2

6.6

5,5

6.9

6.7

6.8

Schwet je/Spaoe I.llw (N)

7/5

6.2

6.4

6.0

Fisher/separation Of Powers (N)

18/19

5.6

5,7

5,9

Pal.mer/Prof. Resp. (N)

61/51

3.4

3.5

3.4

Gill/l'rial Prac. ,N-2

14/14

5.1

5.6

5.3

Panzer/Fed. Prac. & Proc. (D)

62/50

6.4

6.2

6,4

Sklar/Pub. Int'l Law (N)

Green/ER IS\:

11/9

5 .6

5 .6

6. 0

Parker/Legal .\oct9. (N)

18/17

6.1

5,6

6,l

Slattery/Int'l Crim. Law (N)

24/20

Higgins/Local Gov't UIW (N)

17/16

6.4

6.3

~.4

Patton/Ped. Prac. •Proc. (N)

24/23

5.3

5.4

5,4

Sloarv'Copyright Probe, of the Media (N)

No Response

Irwin/CCJm\, CCJll!IOO Carrier Reg,

13/13

4.2

4.3

4.3

Peters/Copyright Probe, of the Media (Nl t-10 Response

snow/Int' l Crim. Law (N)

24/20

Jackson/Federal Criminal I.llw (N)

11/10

5.9

6. 2

5.9

QJinn/ERIS\:

4/4

6.5

6.5

~.a

1<owalski/l'rial Prac,, N-3

No Response

34/10

5.4

6.6

5.4

Kuney/Mtitrust (N)

34/30

22/19

5.2

5.4

5.~

Labor Mg t • Per spec ti ve

6.5

6.1

6.3

Labor Hgt.
Perspective
Rinzel/l'rial Prac., N-3
SchwartZ/TradeJMrk Law (N)

11/8

5,6

6.1

5.6

Steele/Distribution/Health Serva. (N)

12/12

6.3

6.4

~.3

~elan/Bankrupt.c:y

No Response

IN)

wyrsc:ta/Agency..Partnership (N)

That's All Folks
Continued from Page Fourteen
column ..I think it was great for the Law School
Community and the paper. Anne Woodworth:
You write wonderful articles! Please keep up the
investigative writing. You do it so well! To
Rachel Gold, Scott Elkind, Kristen Lefevre and
Dave Mills, thank you for your columns. They
have not only been informative but have made us
laugh! To Jen Heil: Thank you for the P.i~tu!es
and ABA information. You've done a temf1c JOb
with what used to be an invisible organization. To
Farida Moreau and Jill Hoexter, thank you for
covering stories for us. It is greatly appreciated!
I would also like to extend my thanks to
Victor Muzzatti who was the first person to say
that I should get involved and believed that I
could help make a difference. To Victor, Carl,
and George Marquez, thank you for all the fun
in the SBA office and reminding me what life is
all about. You did a lot for my sanity!
Dean Leah Wortham has helped me
tremendously. She helped me get through some
pt:rsonally hard times as well as advising me
about career and school activities. Thank you!
St. Joan of Vorrasi: You are not
unappreciated! Your words of wisdom and
friendship go beyond graduation. You have
helped change the course of my life.
Dean Lord: Thank you for sharing your
thoughts and stories with me. They seem to put
life back into perspective.
Georgia Niedzielko: Thank you for allowing
me to come into your office every week to figure

out what I'm doing with the rest of my life. For
those of you who haven't figured out your career
plans, you should stop in for "bear" therapy. It's
wonderful.
Professor Ludwikowski: Thank you for all of
your help and for your story telling. I hope you
write a book about your life. I think it would be
a best seller!
To Lou: Thank you for your advice and the
interviews. Welcome back and Congratulations!
To Roger Hartley: I owe you a great debt of
gratitude because if not for you I truly don't
think I would have stayed in law school. (I really
mean that too!) For any first year or second year
that may be considering dropping out, talk to a
professor that you have a rapport with. It could
change your life.
To Marya Dennis: Thank you for
understanding late loan applications! What more
can I say?
To Betsy, Doris, Vickey, Ken, and Irene:
Thank you for your friendship and support. You
are terrific, and I'll miss you.
To Leroy and Jeff: As Dorothy said to the
Scarecrow, "I think I'll miss you the most." We
have been through three years together. Thank
you for all your help (and it's all been above and
beyond the call of duty) and friendship. Don't
worry, Michelle and Teri will still be here.
To anyone else who has ever worked on the
paper, a story, or has just been there, thank you.
I'm so afraid I've left names out, but feel that I
can't let the people above go unmentioned. I'd
like to close and say thank you to all for the
opportunity to serve you, and you haven't seen
the last of me. I wish you all the best!

\

"Race Judicata"
(5k - 3 miles)

Saturday, April 13, 1991
B:OOam
Haines Point
Benefit: St. Ann's Infant and Maternity Home
Hyattsville, Maryland
Sponsor: Irish Law Students Association
Georgetown University Law Center
Contact: Mike McFadden (202) 543-6904
Supported: by CUA Student Bar Association
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SMH SPRING
DISCOUNTS ARE
ENDING, so ·
\

. SIGN UP NOW!

3rd Yr. Students
Save $95.@
2nd Yr. Students
Save $150.@
1 st Yr. Students
Save $190.@
For more information, see your
campus rep.

BAR REVIEW .
[800] 343•9188 in MA (800] 453•2266

Boston [617] 742•3900 DC [202] 429•9774

APRIL FOOL'S

DAY ISSUE

The Catholic University of Afl1.erica

tcta
COLUMBUS SCHOOL OF LAW
Vol. XVII, No. 10

(April's Fool's Special Section)

CONSTRUCTION
BEGINS ON
NEW LAW SCHOOL
BUILDING
by Ace R. Porter

Former SBA President Tom O'Dea,
vowing to keep all of his campaign
promises, today took matters into his
own hands and broke ground for the
new law school building. Along with a
few friends, O'Dea lifted the first shovel
full of dirt in the traditional symbolic
commencement to construction.
"Even though l'm no carpenter," said

O'Dea, "I think that with the help of
Gooch and others, by the time the
Faculty and Administration start to pitch
in, we'll have a good start on the new
law school." At present construction
pace, completion is expected in the year
2008
five years before the
Administration's projected date of
completion.
When asked about the blueprints for
the new building, 1991-1992 JN Editor
Teri Poust said, "Well we don't really
have the expertise to follow the plans,
but we're sure we can build something
just as good if not better than Leahy
Hall."
There will be a sign up sheet in

March 25, 1991

JN News
The staff of the Judicial Notice is
proud to announce that the JN will now
be published in seventeen different
languages including Pakistani, Gaelic,
and Latin. Copies will be kept on
reserve at the Library of Congress, the
UN, and the EC. Viewing will be by
appointment only, so plan accordingly.
Current Editor Tami McNulty was
proud to add that there will also be an
upcoming prime time television show
titled ''JN, Up Close and Personal."
When asked about the network
competition in their time slot, Ms.
McNulty responded, "The Bartman
doesn't scare me, and Cosby, who's he?"
Judging by the escapades that go on in
the office, the competition doesn't stand
a chance!

Keane and Leahy Halls for all students,
faculty, and administrators who wish to
help with the construction. This should
be of particular concern to all first and
second year students (or at least their
children).
With regards to the pending $2000.00
tuition increase, third year day student
Mike Flannery said, "we're planning on
returning any unused cash, 'cause youse
guys deserve a break . . . but you still
gotta pay first." After hearing about this
proposal, Fr. "Read my lips" Byron was
believed to have become outraged and
had to be physically restrained by staff
members who said, "he kept saying 'Bah
humbug' ... and 'I'll get you my pretty,
and your little law school too!'"
Graduating student and outgoing JN
Editor, Tami McNulty said, "I only wish
they had started earlier. We're staking
out an early claim for JN office space, I
only hope they don't mind giving up the
cafeteria."
All students are heartily encouraged
The 1991 Faculty Academy Award The Mary Hartman, Mary Hartman
to pitch in to get ~he new building
completed as soon as possible. "It's the Winners were announced last week. This Award: Dean Leah Wortham
only way to get the job done," O'Dea year's winners include:
The Mother Teresa Award: Dean Leah
says. "You gotta do it yourself!"
Wortham
The Uri Geller Award: Professor David
Lipton
The Corizan Aquino Award: Dean Nat
Garcia
The Mr. Congeniality Award: Professor
Fred Bennett
The "Pollyanna" Award: LCS Director
Georgia Niedzielko
The Ed Muskie Emotion Award:
Professor Sarah Jane Hughes
The "I Made John Paul II What He is
Today" Award: Professor Rett
The Best Supporting Actor in a Chaotic
Ludwikowski
Production: Dean John Lord
The Presumed Innocent Award: Professor
The George Bush "Read my Lips"
Roger Hartley
Award: President William Byron
The Robert Young Award: Father
The Nora Desmond Award: Professor
Raymond O'Brien
George Smith
The Lucretia Borgia Award: Professor
The Mike Tyson and Robin Givens
Harvey Zuckman
Award: Professors Steve Cribari and Beth
Gesner
The Elvis Award: Professor William Fox

1991 Faculty
Academy Award
Winners Announced

The official Groundbreaking, from left to right, Michael "Gooch" Gallucci, Teri Poust, Mike
Flannery, and Tom O'Dea.
Photo by TMC.

The Rogaine Poster Child Award: Dean
Ralph Rohner

INFRA.•.

Courses, at 2;

Burgers, at 2;

The "Lassie Come Home" Award:
Professor Lou Barracato

Headlines, at 3.
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GREASY BURGERS, ANYONE?
by Legs McDroid
Third Year Day
Thanks to Mike Myers

Little Tavern
3331 M Street, NW
Washington, D.C.
(202) 555-9784
After reading two years worth of JN
restaurant reviews that covered the
various sorts of haute cuisine law
students can savor throughout the
Nation's Capitol and its surrounding
areas, I thought it was time to check out
the low budget burgers of the region.
With this in mind, what better place to
start than Georgetown's very own Little
Tavern shop?
Because this was a special venture, it
required the company of special people,
not the typical law student dweeb who
thinks it beneath him to dine out at any
establishment that costs iess than $20.00
a head for dinner. My guests for this
exquisite dining experience were none
other than Aurora, Indiana's very own,
Wayne Campbell and his sidekick,
Garth.
Our gastro-intestinal extravaganza

began around 7:00pm on a recent
Wednesday night. I met Wayne and
Garth at their hotel, the Days Inn on K
Street, N.W. From there, we sped away
in my trusty '76 Toyota Corolla toward
our destination.
This was to be cheap chow, kids. We
weren't about to pay for a parking place,
even in Georgetown. So we combed the
neighborhood for nearly two hours in
pursuit of a parking spot.
Luckily, Wayne and Garth brought
along some of their choice Aerosmith
and Van Halen tapes to make the
parking hunt more bearable. Also,
driving slowly around G'town gave us an
excuse to scan the babocity of the area.
After one particularly attractive
damsel strolled past, Wayne uttered,
"She's such a babe. She'd give a dog a
bone."
Finally, we arrived. The M Street LT
was reasonably clean. There were no
flies in sight and no roaches in the
cooking areas. We carefully read the
overhead menu and gave our order to a
gentleman named Adnan.
We ordered a large bag of six
burgers, a small bag of three, and a side
order of fries. Within three minutes,
Adnan had our order ready. Such .
service. We paid our tab and went on

DRAMATIC
POLICY CHANGE
The Law School Administration today
announced a dramatic change in policy.
Judicial Notice staff members will now
receive one academic credit and will
receive a partial tuition rebate for all of
their hard work and long hours spent
publishing the paper.
Assistant Dean of Clandestine Affairs
John Monarch said, "It was the least we
could do. The JN has never been of a
higher quality. I was happy to hear that
Greg and Tami will be returning next

year. It's too bad that they will still have
to carry a full (class) load." Dean
Monarch comments refer to the fact
that due to their commitment to the
paper, neither Tami nor Greg were able
to complete their required credit hours
and will not be graduating this year (or
any time in the near future).
New JN Editor, Teri Poust, was
heard to say, "This won't happen to me
... I'm on the five year plan!"

:Oue to an error in grade calculations, the Law School Administration announced the revocation
of four degrees awarded in 1990. Names are not being released, but confidential sources have
named the following students, from left to right, George Marquez, Victor Muzzatti, Dave Zak, and
Carl Garve •
Pbolo by TMC.

our merry way.
Our next stop was a nearby deli
where I picked up a twelve pack of
Busch for my underage pals and me to
wash down our chow. From there, we
parked it at a neighborhood bench.
All was not well with one of my
dinner guests, however. Garth got about
three bites into his first burger, when his
facial expression suddenly turned ashen
and blank. "Wayne, these burgers suck
donkeys. I can't tell the meat from the
soybean products, dude. I'm gonna hurl."
"You can't hurl, dude. If you blow
chunks, you'll set off a peristaltic chain
reaction. That would make our totally
excellent host, Legs, feel like squat, you
know?"
"But Wayne, this indigestion is totally
bogus, dude."
While Garth valiantly struggled to
hold down his cookies, Wayne appeared
to enjoy thoroughly Little Tavern's
exquisite blend of beef, by-products,
pickles, and bun.
When I remarked about his cast iron
gizzard, Wayne said, "I grew up on my
mom's chili. That stuff could cause
spontaneous combustion, dude. If I can
handle that, I can handle these. Dude,
could you pass one of those totally
excellent ketchup packets?"

Though I've certainly had better
burgers in my life, this was not the
worst. The burger fairly slid down my
gullet, but at least it appeared to have
some meat among the grease.
Eventually, though, Garth could take
it no more. Midway through his second
burger, he appeared to go into
convulsions and then hurled
uncontrollably.
This did not make Wayne happy.
"Garth, you are like totally vile, dude.
Just make sure that none of the lumps
get in the bag of burgers."
Luckily, however, Garth's spewage
did not set off the dreaded peristaltic
chain reaction. Despite being quite
grossed out, Wayne and I managed to
keep our chow down.
With our bag of burgers and twelve
pack of Busch behind us, or in Garth's
case, in front of us, we went back to my
car to take Wayne and Garth back to
their hotel. But we had one slight
problem: no one could remember where
we parked the car.
We wandered through Georgetown
up and down identical sidestreets for an
hour. We found my car and headed back
to the downtown Days Inn.
An excellent time. . .bogus meal,
though.

Courses (You Wish Were)
Offered
Entertainment Law 241 - Magic and the
Law. Prof Lipton
2 hrs. 1 sem.
Students will be introduced to the world
of legerdemain. Learn how to pull a
rabbit out of your hat when faced with
hopeless litigation. Master the art of
disappearing when irate clients knock at
your door. Amaze your friends with your
ability to cram 30 billable hours into a
single day. Learn to juggle your personal
and professional lives without dropping
the ball. Learn to orally misrepresent
without moving your lips.

Communications Institute 800 - Law
School on Tape,
Various Faculty, Minimum 12 hrs.
Maximum 16 hrs.

Limited to third year students. This
course provides the entire third year
curriculum on audio tape. Especially
geared to those students who, for
whatever reason, rarely darken Leahy's
threshold, but still require Commercial
Transactions, Remedies, Sales etc...to
prepare for their respective bar exams.
While the tapes are recorded live, for an
additional fee, they will be available with
all inane questions edited out. Interested
Becoming a Lawyer 111 - First Year students may register by mail.
Survival.
McDougall, Wagner, Lipton (and any
other professor having slaved at a white Environmental Law Studies 101shoe firm).
2 hrs. 1 sem. Surviving Toxic Pollution
TBA. 2 hrs. 1 sem.
This course is geared to resolving the
problems a First Year Associate is most
certain to encounter. The course begins
by introducing the student to 20 polite
This course will instruct students in
ways to say "You gotta be kidding - you
want it when?" Students are taught the the art of surviving toxic pollutants and
care and feeding of partners and senior other OSHA violations. Students will
associates. Other highlights include enjoy first hand experiences in holding
Sleep Deprivation Training, a their breath as they pass through smoke
Sycophancy Seminar, and Creative filled lounges. They will be forced to
Arithmetic. An optional section on endure 98 degree classrooms and survive
Dealing with the Neglected Family is arctic libraries. Also included will be
available to those students convinced it practicum in how to successfully pursue
won't detract from their partnership a OSHA complaint. Mandatory
chances.
enrollment.
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HEADLIN E S
You'll Never See In
The Judicial Notice
NBC ANNOUNCES NEW FALL
LINE-UP. INCLUDES TAX
ORIENTED LAW SERIES
"SERVICE BREAKS."

STUDENT SUSTAINS SERIOUS
RADIATION POISONING

Charlie Chernobyl was admitted to
Providence Hospital today suffering
from third degree burns to 50% of his
body as a result of a malfunctioning
microwave oven. The faulty appliance,
located in the Macke Room in the
basement of Leahy Hall at the
Columbus School of Law was identified
as the source of his injury. "I was
popping a bag of popcorn, the only
nutrition available at 8:00pm when most
of my classes meet," said Chernobyl,
"when suddenly the machine went wild."
The Law School Administration
declared it an Act of God and rejected
liability. Any CUA students sprouting an
extra limb or third eye are advised to
consult their physicians.

LAW SCHOOL ANNOUNCES
GUARANTEE

Following the example of Prince
George's County Public Schools, the
Columbus School of Law instituted a
new "Education Guarantee" Program
this semester. "We are so confident,"
said the Dean, "of the calibre of our
education that we are prepared to back
up our conviction with a financial
commitment." "Therefore," he continued,
"henceforth any Law School graduate
who fails her state bar exam will be
entitled to a complete tuition refund.
After all, these students are the
beneficiaries of a trust. It would be a
breach of our responsibilities as trustees
to allow them to enter the workforce
unqualified to practice after they have
spent three or four years with us to
learn what BAR/BRI teaches them in
two weeks." The Dean did not seem to
be co!lcerned about the dramatic rise in
bar failures that this· program would
generate."

NBC kicked off its new fall season
today with a new entry in the spate of
law oriented programming. Titled
Service Breaks, this exciting new show
details the challenges facing a rising
young tax attorney in a major
metropolitan law firm. The heroine,
Paula Hammurabi, constantly battles for
her under privileged multinational
corporate clients against the avarice of
the Internal Revenue Service. Watch
Paula as she spends countless hours
combing through the Code for obscure
deductions. See her and her associate,
Dan Deferral, stretch the limits of
professional ethics in arguing their
clients' unsustainable positions. Admire
her as she spouts an unintelligible string
of code sections, and join her in her
active social life as a translator of
Babylonian text. Share with her the
agony she endures in deciding which
white blouse she'll wear that day. Laugh
as she and her fiance, a CPA, rush to be
married in Buffalo before December
31st. A must for all viewers who have
already sorted their socks.

GROUNDBREAKING DATE FOR
NEW LAW SCHOOL FIXED

Joe Isuzu, spokesman for the
Columbus School of Law Building
Committee, announced today that
groundbreaking for the Law School's
new building would begin before the
Class of '99 matriculated. "After
consulting our actuary's mortality
tables," Isuzu said, "we are confident
that sufficient bequests will enable us to
achieve our funding goals." Isuzu denied
that financial contributions had any
impact on the naming of the new
Michael Milliken Wing.

Have You Been Injured
in an Accident?
Call Us:

Rookum, Fleecem, Cheatham & Drainem
Attorneys at Law
There when you need us most!
(For a slight fee)

1-800-SCUMBAG

,
·~

Vegetarian Assistant Dean John Lord finds a Christmas meal at the Faculty / Staff Christmas
party. "I like marigolds better," he said.

LAW SCHOOL ANNOUNCES NEW
SCHEDULE

The Dean of the Law School
announced today that students in the
School's full-time day program will
actually have the opportunity to enroll in
classes that meet before 6:00pm.
Recognizing that there are in fact
students who consciously elected not to
enroll in the part-time evening division
and who would like to get home before
ll:OOpm, the Dean promised a complete
full-time day curriculum.

ADMINISTRATION ANNOUNCES
SALARY DECREASE

The Law School Administration today
announced a 10% across the board
salary cut to prevent the proposed
student tuition increase. They felt an
ethical obligation to alleviate the burden
on the students by generously reaching
into their deep pockets. "It was (the
very) least we could do for those who
keep us working," said one
administrator.

SABBATICAL FACULTY
PREPARING FOR MOTHER OF
ALL COUPS

WILLIAMS & CONNELLY TO HIRE
ENTIRE THIRD YEAR CLASS.

Unidentified sources disclosed today
that the CUA Faculty presently alleged
to be on sabbatical or visiting other law
schools are actually amassing on the
D.C. border preparing to invade the
school and overthrow the current
administration. Code named "Operation
Desperate Tort," the faculty are led by
"Stormin"' Mikt>. Conillio.

Stuffy N. Difference, Managing
Partner of Williams & Connelly,
announced today that firm offers were
being extended to all CUA Third Years.
"As the school's long time outside
counsel, we felt an obligation to hire
CUA grad's," said Mr. Difference.

